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Somit to explain new budget cuts
R\· ,\Ian S('ulll"'I'
-

siarr WriloPr

President Albert Somil and
SI(' Budgt'! Plannt'r John Bak!'r
will explain Wednt'sdav whv an
additional $4S0.roo in budge!
cuts must hE> madP this vt'ar and
what f'Ht'C't the cuts ma\' ;lavt'
on graduate students. Somit and
Baker are expt'C!ro to address
the Graduate Student Council at
~aNr:~ i8 Student Center
Tentativt' amounts have been
set to be cut from the budgets of
each vice presidential area. the
president's office and the office
of computing affairs to cover
tht' defiCit. Baker said Mondav.
Thl' president's office and the
office of computing affairs will
~ cut $49.500 each. The vice

presidential area's cuts are
$2t6.000 for academic affairs
and research. S76.500 for
stud!'n! aHairs. S45.000 for
l·ni\·t'rsity relations. $9.000 for
Financial affairs and 14.500 for
eampus services. Bakt'r said
He said the vict' president in
charge of each area will havt'
tht' discretion on which
programs and ~ervices to
receive the cuts
Tom Bush. assistant to the
president. said Somlt will tell
tht' GSC the cuts could affect the
number
of
graduate
aSSistantship positions offered
Tlt'llt year. de~nding on how
John Guyon. Vice president for
academic affairs. applies his
portion of the budget cut.
Baker said the total deficit
was originally $1.5 million

About $900.000 to 51 million was
fort'C'ast last year but the rest of
the 51.5 million was not known
until (;0\'. James Thompson
Signed src -("s appropriation in
July The appropriation left the
l'OIversity With the aditional
$450.000 defil'lt

which happen when a pay raise
given because a job is
upgraded, $160.000 from the
annualization of salarv in·
creases. which was causf..d b\'
higher than expected Increase's
In t'mployet' pay. 565.000 In rent
15

~~:a~~~~;~.~1 ~!~~B~~

!\lost of the 51.5 million will be
covered by 5900.000 lapsed from
unfilled lni\'E'rslty positions
and $600.000 rt'C'overed from
overhead funds, Baker said

formula eHor and 571.000 from
the difference between the
salary increase costs and state
allocations. Baker sairi

The $450.000 to be cut replaces
money already budgetffi in the
overhead account.
Factors in the t.5 million
deficit were $600.000 which wa:.
budgeted for the lapsed
POSltiO:lS. 5500.000 from In·
creases in the value of positions.

Of that total. 1329.000 ..... as cut
last vear. ThiS leaves the 51 ;)
million starting point. Raker
said
In addition to the presentatIOns on the budget cuts b\
Somit and Baker. the GSC ..... ill
also consider resolutions on tht'
carry-over in the Womt>n's

Athletics budget and changes In
fee allocation gUidelines.
The WomlC/is AthletiCS
r{'solution urges tilat 1100.152 of
the 5125.152 carrY-<lver !rom
last year's budget hE> returned
to the Women's AthletiCS
budget. The resolution also
recom mf'nd~ the remaining
$25.000 be r·ut In a fund for
projt'C'ts wh'ch will benefit both
'he
men's and womf'n's
programs
Exact uses of the 525 1))(,
would be determined b\
Charlotte West. Womf'n·s
Athletic~ director. Lew Hart.
zog. the mtenm :'oten's AthletiCS
dIrector. and Bruce Swinburne.
\'Ice presllient for student af·
fairs. with input from the
student constituency group;,
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Un;\ 't.~r,~ity

sa~'~ Kl'n has folks buzzing
what he knows about
who's runninl! for I!o"ernor.

(ius

about

Buzbee to run for
lieutenant governor
By '\ndrt'w Strang
Staff ,,'riloPr

State Sen. Kenneth Ruzb('('.
[)..58th District. is expected to

Associat'on.
BUl~ attended SIC-C from
which he obtainPd a bachelor'~
degree in radio and tde~,sion

announce hi. cand.dacy I .... the

Democratic nomination for

fJeute:nan t lJOVernor Wednesday

mornUIIl·

Staff p .... ~ Michael Marcotte
ROOFTOP REP"IRS-P••I LI,. . . . . eID,leyee .. die 10.....
lIIe Fftlenl Balldla,
fII lite fftleral Geaenl ServIaiI
tile ~er ., S-til V.eni&), "veue and
ftII..en wire e .... lllal .... ....,. aDeet..- ....... Omry StreeL

,w............. .,

,..1s _... .,

ThoUllflnd. IeUfed by poimn

Chemical warfare suspected
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Reagan administration said
Monday il believes thousands of
people in Afghanistan. Laos and
Cambodia have been kiDed in
recent years by an outlawed
chemical
poison-but
it
declined to hold the Soviet
Union directly responsible.
Government experts briefing
reporters said they had only
cin:umstantial evidence linking
the so-called lethal mycoloxins
to the Soviet Union, A
mycotoxin is a poison lypically
produced in nature by living
organisms.
The experts, who briefed
reporters on th~ condition that
their names not be used. spoke
just hours after
If' Soviet
government denied it has

employed chemical warfare in
the three countries.
The Tass report, which came
in response to a speech Sunday
by Secretary or State Alexander
M. Haig Jr., instead charged
that the United States has used
chemical agents against its
enemies,'
mentioning
specifically Vietnam.
Haig said in West Berlin on
Sunda)' that "We now have
physical
evidence
from
Southeast Asia which has been
analyzed and found to contam
abnormally high levels of three
potent m}'Cotoxins-poisonous
substances not indigenous to the
regions which are highly tc.xic
to man and animals."
The agent has been described
as "yellow rain" because it is

released from aircraft as a
yeUow powder that covers the
ground, structures, vegetation
and peouIe below it.
AcCording to a ''fact sheet"
provided to reporters, the agent
produces "bizarre effects" in
rapid sequence: dizziness.
severe ilchlng or tingling of skin
with formation of multiple
smaU hard blisters. nausea.
coughing of blood-tinged
material. choking, vomiting of
massive amounts of blood
shock and death of those
directly under the sprays, often
within hours.
For those on the periphery.
the symptoms take longer to
develop but death usuaDy ocCW'S within two weeks if 110
treatment is given.

Buzbee is expected to make
the announcement at an 8 a.m.
press conference at the
Southern Illinois Airport.
Buzbee, 43. is now in his third
term as senator. He was first
elected in 1972 and his present
term will end in 1982.
He is presently the chairman
of the Senate Appropriations II
Committee and the Fnergy
Resources Commmission. He is
also a member of the Executive
Appointments Committee and
the Senate Appropriations I
Committee.
He was \'oled outstanding
legislator in 1980 by the illinOIS
Community College Trustees

KI"Dneth Buzbee

White says he'll seek
third term as sheriff
By Uz Griffilt
staff Wrlwr
Saying that he would like to be
~lected to see a new jail
facility built and the Jackson
County Sheriff's Department
expanded. Donald R. White
Monday announcPd his can-

di~~fte~~~ h?:~

term. is a
Southern Illinois native. He said
he
is
proud. of
I,he
professionalism of hiS deputies
and said that county coverage
has been increased even though
the department has been understaCfed by one officer since
about 1976.
The 43-year-<lld White said he
has 17 years of police ell.
, starting in 1965 when
~n SIU-C police officer.
He was first elected to the
See WHITE P. .e IZ

News Roundup--

Protesters ready to stop start

Majority condemns DiRest's Bible

of nuclear plant through attack
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif.
<AP) - Leaders of the 3 000
anti-nuclear protesters 'encamped here said Monday they
are ready to begin a blockade to
disrupt tne firing up of the $2.3
billioo Diablo Canyon atomic
power plant.
"It will begin tomorrow if
everyone is ready," said Mark
Evanoff, a spokesman for the
Abalone Alliance. an umbrella
organization for about 58 anti·
nuclear groups represented
here.
"I think everybody is close to
ready and if anyone is not, I
think those problems can be
solved in a matter of hours,"
Evanoff said.
The California Highway
Patrol estimated up w 3,000
demonstrators had massed at a
tent city and other lodgings

near the seaside I;Ilant.
About 500 Nattonal Guardsmen and hundreds of state
troopers and local police. ~ere
statlone<i at a nearby mIlitary
base.
"People are really excited,"
Evanoff said. "The energy is
really hi~ in the camp."
Evano1f said the demonstrators. were making final
preparations, with a series of
"readiness-check" meetings.
The demonstrators intend to
blockade the plant located at
Avil~. Beach on the rugged
PaCIfIC coast about midway
between San Francisco and Los
Angeles when about 300 employees report for work
Tuesday.
The~ have .gathered at a
eampslte on pnvate land owned
by the Pacific Gas " Electric

Co., owners of the plant.

Organizers of the protest ha ve
neve;- officially said how

Rlat!d.

~=~rl!~'glEwe;fi~~~kd

been planning for as many as
30,000.
The flow of demonstrators
into the camp had diminished to
a trickle by late Sunday, according to Highway Patrol
spokesman Ron Henn.
Henn said, however, that
some demonstrators could be
waiting in locations outside the
encampment. Motels and hotels
in the popular San Luis ObispoMorro Bay resort area have
been booked solid for more than
a week, but late summer is
always a busy time there.
"Our field units say there is a
lot of movement in and out of
the camp." Henn said.

Pope to release encyclical on work
r~~~ ~~A~tte:TI:

third encyclical of his papacy, a
major document summarizing
his views on the ri~ts of
workers and their position in
modern society.
The encyclical, a letter ad·
dressed by the pope to
patriarchs, archbishops and
other church leaders, will be
released by th.- Vatican on
Tuesday.
The leading Milan newspaper
Corriere della Sera said the
document will stress the importance of labor unions, the
dignity of farm work, the
particular problems of the
handicapped and emigrant
workers and the impact of

technological developments.
In announcing the encyclical
during his noon message
Sunday. the pope said the
document was "dedicated to
human labor and to workers
themselves," a theme he has
taken up often since his electicm
as pope in October 1978.
In his travels, the pope has
often underlined the rights of
the working man and has
welcomed the development of
the
independent
union
Solidarity in his native Poland.
Donning a hard hat in a steel
mill in Temi, Italy, in March,
the pope declared that workers
~d a right to struggle for "a
JUSt salary and a certain participa tion in management."

~~~~~--------------~--

During a visit to a sugar
plantation in the Philippines, he
strongly defended workers'
rights to organize into unions.
The pontiff has given his
endorsement to the efforts by
the: independent Solidarity
union movement to represent
workers in Poland. But in a
meeting with Solidarity leader
Leeh Walsea at the Vatican in
January the ~ urged that the
tmion exercIse prudence and
moderation in its dealings with
the government for the good of
the entire country.
The new encyclical was
delayed by the shootill2 of the
pope May 13.
.~...

1'<'EW YORK I AP)-The New York chapter of Moral Mal'Oritv
on Monday condemned what its president called a "be lish"
plan by Reader's Digest to publish a condensed version of tht'
Bible.
"You can't chan~e the word of God." said the Rev. Daniel
Fore. "It's censonng God."
The Reader's Digest Bible, scheduled for publication a year
from now, will be a reduced version of the Revised Standard
Version of the Bible, which also has been criticized by fun·
damentalists.

Thatcher fires three ministers
LONDON ,AP)-Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher fired
three Cabinet ministers today in a purge of moderates from
her Conservetive PClrty government.
In an announcement from her office at10 Downing St., Mrs
Thatcher dismis."M Lord Soames-the man who resided over
the independence of Zimbabwe-from his senior post as lord
president of the council, leader of the House of Lords and civil
service minister.

Solidarity invites Soviel8 to Poland
WARSAW, Poland <AP)-Solidarity members issued an open
letter Monday inviting critical Soviet workers to Poland to see
first-hand how the independent labor federation operates.
"We hope that when we meet, we will explain mam'
problems and maybe your attitude toward Solidarity and afJ
Its members will obtatn a proper judgment," the letter from
the union presidium of Warsaw's PZL aireraft factory told
Soviet workers in a daily Svlidarily news bulletin.
While not mentioning thi' letter, the official Soviet news
agency Tass accused "extremist leaders" in Solidarity of
stepping up efforts to overthrow the socialist system. The
attack was the latest in a torrent of sharp criticism by the
tmion's first national congress.
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GREG KIHN BA1~D

Rockihnroll bits Southern Illinois as the Greg Kihn
Band moves in and takes over Shryock Auditorium!
Doo't miss
chance to experience me the biggest
breaking bands in the country and their giant Obit"
"The Breakup' Song. "

your

m

Greg Kihn happens ~1' Sep~ber 'Z1 at Shryock
Auditonum, 7:00 P.M.
Tickets - $1.50

Tickets go on Sale Thursday,
September J1 at the Student
Center Ticflet Office - 1: 30 A.M.

Sponsored by SPC COnsorts

1980 criCle up in Carbondale, Student phone directory
to be ready by l'iov. 1
nation, FBI index study shows
8y DougJas Hamm

Staff Writer
Carbondale and the rest of the
nation was victim to more
crime in 1980 than the year
before, according to the 1980
Uniform Crime Report issued
by the U.S. Department of
Justice.
The report shows the FBI's
crime index-a measure of
serious crimes-up 9 percent
over 1979. This rise in the crime
report was the second substantial increase following
three years of relative stability.
The crimes indexed were
murder, forcible rape, robbery,
aggravated assault. larceny
and theft. burglary and motor
vehicle thefts.
Carbondale had 1,7112 cases.
including no murders, 13 forcihle rapes. 35 robberies, 75
aggravated assaults, 332

bUrglaries, 1,274 larceny-thefts,
48 motor vehicle thefts and five
arsons.
sm -C reported 16 violent
crime cases. including no
murders, three forcible rapes,
six robberies and seven
aggravated assaults. The
University also reported 968
property crimes, including 78
burglaries, 866 larceny-thefts,
20 motor vehicle thefts and four
arsons.
The national 9 percent increase in 1980 roUowed an increase of 9.1 percent the
previous year. By contrast. in
1978 the increase was 2 percent,
in 1977 the crime rate dropped 3
percent and there was no
change in 1976.
The 13,295,400 serious crimes
reported in 19110 represented an
increase of S5 percent over the
number reported in 1970. The
population increased by only 9

percent from 1970 to 1980.
Compared with 1979 figures,
the number of murders in the
United States rose 7 percent.
forcible rapes 8 percent. robbery 18 percent, aggravated
assault 7 percent, burglary 14
percent, larceny and theft 8
percent and motor vehicle theft
2 percen l, the report said.
The report also said that a
suspect was taken into custody
in only 19 percent of the serious
crimes in the index. The
itemized arrest rate varied
sharply. with 72 percent of all
murders resulting in arrests
and only 14 percent of
burglaries resulting in arrests.
Murders last Ye<lr took 23,044
lives--(lne out of every 10.000
residents of the country. About

~i~u~:d~~e~~r:i!, e:a~7 ~

volume of murders increased
everywhere in the country.

8y Mike Anthony
Staff Writer

A student telephone directory, sponsored by the Undergraduate Student
Organization,
will
be
distributed by Nov. I. according
to Bill Atwood, coordinator of
the Student Telephone Directory Bureau.
Last year was the first year
since 1975 that a directory was
available to students.
The directory wiU (oUow the
same format as last year. Atwood said. and will include the
names. I!)Cal addresses. phone
nUlilbers and home addresses of
all SIU-C students.
Ten thousand copies of the
directory will be distributed.
The usa has con tracted the
Student Advertising Association
to sell and prepare the advertising for the directory. The
usa will receive 110 percent of
the net r~ofit and the SAA will
receive 20 percent. Atwood said.

"The approximate cost of the
directory will be $9,000 and a
conservative estimate of the
gross is $) •. 000.
"We havt' about $11 ,000 in
advertisilij{ commitments so
far," he said
The SAA already has sold
about 15 pages of advertising.
including the front and back
covers. Atw~ said. There are
about two ?8g\~ of advertising
left to sell.
The student information in
the directory will coml' from the
OFfice of Admissions and
Records Sept. 18 is the deadline
for students to report any
change of address or phone
number to Wooily Hall. Wing A.
or to requeo:t omission from the
directol'V.
The accuracy of the directory
will be improved over last year

because on-campus student
information is automaticaUy
recorded at registration. Atwood said.

Richman places ad for courtroom

Civil Service talks continue

8y Liz Griffin

Staff Writer

Staff Writer
"Wanted to Lease in ;l.Iurphysboro: Space for Courtroom .. -the ad read in Sunday's Southern Illinoisan.
II asked that responses be
mailed to the presiding judge of
Jackson County Circuit Court.
Richard E. Richman. The ad
was placed after Richman
received no response to his
Aug. 19 letter to the Jackson
County Board which called for a
solution to an "acute space
shortage."
Richman threatened to rent
extra courtroom facilities if the
board did not respond by Sept.

'"

~'PK'S}
~\_,J

4. When that day passed and no
response came from the board,
Richman said he would begin
looking into the costs and
schedules of advertising.
An ad was placed, which
further read: "Suitable space
for a courtroom, including jury
room. restrooms. judge's office
is sought by the Circuit Court of
Jackson County. Owner will be
expected to divide space for
such use in return for substanlial, multi-year lease with
Jackson County. Please submit
written proposals no later than
Sept. 30, 1981."
Robert Crim. Jackson Countv

Board member, said he is
waiting (or Richman to make
another move. "I can't call his
bluff until he puts down his
cards. When he puts downc his
cards, we'll put down ,)U!"s."
Crim said.
Richman said last week it is
not his responsibility to sign a
lease with potentia) landlords
for court space. He said he
would explain later why he
planned to advertise.
Richman could not
reached for comment.

be

pa~-&Ie sn;-e President Albert

By Tim Capps

Negotiators for the UniverSity
and
the
Civil
Service
Bargaining Organization will
meet Wednesdav for another
round of talks WIth an Illinois
Department of Labor mediator.
Last Wednesday was the first
time the two sides had met since
contract negotiations broke
down three weeks ago over
CSBO's demand for a 37 and
one-half hour work week.
Dwayne Linton, a state
mediat!':. was called in by
CSBO In an attempt to end the
impasse, even though his
decision is not binding on either

Somit has spoken in favor of the
reduced workweek. he said the
University cannot this year
afford the $200.000 the change
would cost. Chief CSBO
negotiator H. Lee Hester has
called the $200.000 figure a
"fantasy."
Neither 'he University. CSBO
or mediator Linton had anv
official statement regarding the
status of the talks. However. it
has been learnPd IhM although
agreement has been reached
concerning three minor issues.
no progress has yet been made
on the reduced workweek
question.

308 S. III Ave. Corbondol.S29-112A
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M_ls anel Sandwiches 2 75
Ham•.•........ '........ - ..•.... , .•.. - ... $ 2' 75
Park Roast ....••••••• ··,················ $2' 75
Meat loaf ... _..... _.................... ,$ .
All of the abo.,. come with choice of two

v.......I•• Hot~""'orCom""""
Italian Beef ..... $1.25
Cold Beef ...... $1 .25
BBQ
....... $1.25
Hamburger..... $1.25

Cheeseburger. -$1.25
Ham, Pont or Meat loaf(Hot or Cold) .... $1.25
Chili ............. est

Above Sandwiches are S' .75 with one vegetabl•.
Open faced Hot Beef, Pork or Meat Loaf
with mashed potatoes & gravy ...$2.00

$1."

·············DAiLy·DiNNE.·sPici-au···..····· ..··

1-

Monday••••••••••••••••••••• 1.aH\na
Tuesday••••••••••••••••••••• 1110
WedneSday••••••••••••• Fried Chicken
Thu ......y •••• Pork Chops/Ham & - Frlel.y••••••••••• Chlcllen & Dumplings
Above meals are $2.75 and come with a
choice of 2 Vegetables, Hot buffered French
or Corn Bread.
•................. .

··········· .. ····D~·i~k·S~i~i~·hiiy
from open till d . .

Schnappl .. 50~

Tequila .. 50~

Our Tasty EM Salad.
Frl.., & MM. Soft Drink

Amaretto .. 7 5~
Bloodv Mary .. $1.00

529-BURT

ISI~ ~~T~ITY
IZII~ FELLOWSHIP

Meetings every Tuesday
7:00pm Activity Room A (STU. CENT.)
GET INVOLVED IN. • •

120L

Draft

2,.

3-6 pm

Beer Tasting
Party

All Night LonRI

• Small Group Bible
• Bible Teaching
Studies
• Prayer
•
Weekend
Conferences
• Singing
EVERYONE WELCOME!
529-1885
453-3813

~FDPtim

Opinion & Gommentary
Housing allowance 'decision
only makes matters worse
Why does it seem sometimes that administrators' "!fforts to
resolve a controversial problem end up making matte'S worse?
The controversial problem in questi'lrl is the $12,000 annual
housing allowance which SIU Chancellor Kenneth Shaw has been
receiving from SIU appropriations since last December.
The stated purpose of the housing allowance was to assist Shaw
in the building of his own home rather than to have the state
finance another administrator residence, which was judged to be
the more expensive of the two choices.
The problem began when the Legislature voted to eliminate the
housing allowance from the fiscal 1982 budget- evidently
deciding that the allowance was a questionable use of taxpayer
monies, which it assuredly is.
But the Stu Board of Trustees, no~ content to accept the
decision 01 the ~islature, decided lut Thursday that the
solution to the problem lay in adding the allowance directly to
Shaw's salary, thereby eliminating the offending words ','housing
allowance" from the budget.
With that action, the trustees succeeded in sticking their
collective feet in their collective mouths. After the deci.;ion was
made, Shaw said "if this puts to rest questions about the housing
allowance, then I'll be very happy."
There is DO doubt that Shaw and the trustees would be very
happy if this entire matter would fade into obscurity, but the
housing allowance itself and the trustees' "solution" ensure that
it will not.
The single most important objection to the housing allowance is
that the taxpayers of the state and the students of the University
will receive no lasting benefit whatsoever from it.
The housing allowance is buying a home for Shaw. It is not a
home that will belong to the ~Ie of the state, even though the
people are paying for it. Assuming that Shaw will not be chancellor forever, what will the trustees do to provide a home for his
successors?
A case can certainly be made that, given the fact that Stu-<::
President Somit and SIU-E President Lazerson both have homes
provided by the University system, Shaw deserves a home for his
own use. Fine. U it is felt necessary to provide a home to a man
who, minus the housing allowance, makes more than $70,000
annually. then foom should be set aside for the construction of a
residence which will forever afterward be used by the University
chancellors.
But the housing allowance is short-sighted and the ledgershuffling that the trustees have devised dOt!S not correct the
situation. In fact, their solution can cause Stu some measurable
harm in ways other than fina~al.
Their decision to circumvent the Leaislature's elimination of
the allowance is essentially a slap in t6e face of tIIoBe wbD eGasidered it an unnecessary expenditure. It is one more bone ~
contention between the sm administratioo and the Legislature In
an era when coo~ration between ooiversities and state government is imperative.
.
President Somit has said that the University has to operate In
"a leaner and leaner manner" in the future. The Legislature is
continually chopping university budget requests. How do the
Board of Trustees ever expect the cooperation and understanding
of the General Assembly when they display such blatant evidence
of bad faith?
The Legislature may never approve the allocation of funds for
a chancellor's residence. The effort that was n~ to
procure funds for Davies Gymnasium is evidence of their tightlistedness. But the housing allowance is a misuse of the taxpayers' money and the trustees' "so~ution" does no g~ f~ the
UniversitY's image--- an image which they are ordinarily so
concerned about.

-C£etters--Wilkins should be an inspiration
The recent death of Roy
Wilkins should serve as an
unfortunate reminder to blacks
and other minorities that the
struggle for ~ rild1ts in the
United States IS far (rom being
complete.
wilkins, longtime head of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People, was a quiet leader who
orchestrated, to a great degree,
passage of the 1957 and 1964
Civil Rights Acts. He also was
among the civil rights leaders
instrumental in passage of the
1965 Voting Rights Act.
..
Categorized ~y s?ID~ ~nti~
as being a 'pacifist. WIlkins, m
reality, was a 'strategist' who,
along with civil right,s le3ders
Martin Luther Kang and
Whitney Young, chose the nonviolent (orms of protest. The
1954 Supreme Court decision in
Brown v. Board of Education, in
which the court decreed that

"separate but equal" facilities
in education were not equal,
was possibly the greatest
victory for the man Margaret B.
Wilson, current chairman of the
NAACP, described as a "man
for his time."
The death of this great
American bri'lgS to mind a line
of the lyncs 01 the black
national anthem: Let us march
on till victory is won.
Roy Wilkins was a soldier
who, throughout his lifetime,
never ceased in his march
toward victory against injustice
in this COWltry. In a period when
the Reagan administration is
s«; '!king to slow the march
ro....:u-d equal rights, black,
women and other minority
groups s~ould unite in ~eir
appreciation 01 an Amencan
like Roy Wilkins and continue
on- "till victory is won." Carl R. FJ_en, 81U AluDiDIIS,
Carbondale.
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Solar energy in eclipse under Reagan
ALONG

OCEAN

VIEW

Lane, from which the view of
the Atlantic sparkles with the
blue waters and bluer sky of
Block Island sound, those
looking inland can enjoy
scenery of a different but still
stirring beauty. On the roof of
the corner home of Jim
Byrne, a retired insurance
man. are two solar rollector
plates.
They are modest in design
and p~. Ten fet'! by five
feet, their heat absorption
pipes lead into the house to a
water tank that use!. the
stored energy when oetded.
What'. beautiful about this

lI01aT devke is not only tbat It

is one of many in this remote
village and, nationally, one of
ahout 350,000 currently on
American homes. but that
Jim Byrne is in his 80s. He is
an old-timer who has rejected
the tired old wasteful ways of
the oil conglomerates and
their one-note opposition to
renewable energy like solar.
Instead, in his 80s, Byrne is
going witb the future.
MUCH OF THE rest of the
appears ready to join
him. A G81Iup Poll last year
reported
that
solar
development was the choice
of 31 percent of the ,ublic to
meet the country's energy
needs. Oil and natural gas
were the preferred options of
only 14 percent and nuclear
power sputtered in last with 8
percent.
Warmed by the sunlight in
this
popular
support,
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from 15 to 40 percent. In
many states, further credits
have been enacted. Offering
leadership that was unappreciated at the time, Jimmy
Carter announced in a 1979
presidential message- the

DOONES8URY

Colman
McCarthy
first ever on solar energy- a
national goal of using solar
and renewable resources for
20 percent of the nation's
energy needs by 2000. The
new federal Solar Energy
Research InstibJte had a
budget of $100 million and a
director, Denis Hayes, who
was both a sophisticated
scientist aDd a seasoned
advocate.
WITH THIS KIND of
support and
attention,
solarists had reason to bask a
bit. But no sooner had this
sunny day begun than the
Reagan administration
charged in with plans for a
partial eclipse- and in many
places a total one.
II wanted to eliminate the
Solar Enf'rgy and Energy
Conservation Bank, one of the
main parts of the Carter solar
program. The bank was to
have provided $I billion worth
of subsidies through 1984 to
buildt-rs and owner.; of both
residential and commercial
structures.
The
ad·
ministration has yet to kiD the
bank. Its fate is now in the
hands of House and Senate
appropriations committees
that are about to decide
whether to give it $150 million
for the next three years.
Failing to break the bank,
in June the administration
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580. On his last day, Hayes
served the nation well with
his candor: "The ,:hilts in the
ene~ budget have been
descnbed by administration

spokesmen as pure exercises
to trim the federal budget.
That is a manifest lie." If
saving money were the goal,
Hayes said, "the nuclear
budget would not be increased by 36 percent while
the solar budget was slashed
ffl percent.·'
FROM THE EVIDENCE, it
is hard not to agree with
Hayes
that
this
ad·
minislration "has declared
open war on solar energy." If
there is any comfort to be
taken it is that this will be a
war that the President's
euerty IfIIIIIel'IlIa caD win only
In their sunless strategy
rocms. Thcy argue, with free
enterprise slogans, that the
future of solar should be
decided in the marketplace:
As oil prices rise, co~umers
will go to the ~e!.ar eqUipment
~ompanies
that provide
sa \ ings in energy. Solar must
com~te on its own, without
subsidies from energy banks.
This is a tidy theory, except
that citizens and businesses
are so burdened paying this
month's gas and electric bills
that they have little or
nothing left over for the high
capital outlay needed for
solar. "You could charge $100
a barrel for oil," said Suzette
Tapper of tbe Solar Lobby,
"and that only makes people
less able to afford solar."
As solar energy becomes
poli ticized, pa rhaps
President Reagan should
climb the roof of the Whi te
House. A solar hot water
system, like the one on Jim
Byrne's
house
in
Quonochontaug, was installed
there two years ago. Last
week, a White House official
said it was working just
fine.(cn981,
The
Washington Post Company
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Trio experiments with corn treatment

Discovery speeds fuel production
By Alan Sculley

Laboratory of a way to change
another part o! the cellulose in
plants, called hemi-cellulose.
Three faculty members have IOto fuel as well. He said this
helped to develop a new pn.cess could mean that 110 gallons of
for converting plants into fuel could be produced from
alcohol fuel. And while they each ton of com instead of just
believe fuel made from the 40 gallons.
cellulose in plants is potentially
Work on the proj ct began
an energy source for the future. about 18 months ago when
they don't agree on the im- Archer, McClary and Wolff
media te impact their process were awarded a $65,000 grant
will have.
from the Illinois Institute of
Richard Archer. associate Natural Resources. A draft
professor in design. thinks their explaining the process was sent
work in modifying a process of to the Institute about two weeks
converting cellulose into alcohol ago, and Archer said he expects
fuel may be a breakthrough.
the Institute to publish it within
But his associates, Dan 30 days.
McClary. e,ssociate professor in
Although all three agree that
microbiolog,y.. and~ Rqbert much work must be done to
Wolff, associate professor in make me process economically
agricultural mechanization and feasible, they don't agree on
education, said they aren't so who should solve the economic
sure the discovery is that problems.
monumental.
Among the process' problems
The process over which they are the high cost of the
disagree works like this: To chemicals and enzymes used,
prodUce the fuel, lye is sent small resultant yields of alcohol
through corn stock to pre-treat and absence of a way to recover
it. The corn is rinsed and the used
enzymes and
combined with an enzyme to chemicals, McClary said.
Archer said the process
convert the corn's cellulose to
works. so industry should now
gl~-:est:m~ft:r. block in the find a way to make it
process, accorr:fng to Archer. economically viable.
has always been that, as the
But McClary and Wolff said
glucose builds up, it slows down additional basic laboratory
the enzyme, limiting the work is needed before industry
amount of fuel that can be can apply the process. Wolff
produced.
said the process has worked in
This is where the discovery the laboratory, but applying it
occurred that Archer says could on a larger scale could cause
be an answer to the world's some problems, such as conpetroleum problems. The three tamina tion of the alcohol, to
found that if the cellulose was >how up.
changed to fructose (com oil)
Wolff said the disagreement
instead of glucose, a different over whether the next step lies
with industry or the lah stems
enzym~ coUld be used that was
fTom the fact that Archer was
nol slowed as much.
''The discover;- W88 so simple not as involved with the aetual
and it seemed so obvious that it experiments. He '1188. doing
WID cause people to slap their . mostly promOtiOll won lor tile
project, according to Wolf.
heads," Archp.r said."
"I think unless you have
Archer said that while only
five to nine gallons of fuel could worked with the process
be produced for each ton of corn closely, it is difficult to Imagine
using glucose, up to 40 gallons the reality of the problems
involved," Wolff said.
can now be produced.
But Archer said that he knows
Archer saId he is also OJ)'
timistic about a discovery by of at least three companies in
the Northern IllinoiS Research California looking into making
staff Writer

Center offers

workshops to
sharpen skills

Staff photo by Job. T. MeRle
Dan McClary. foreground. associate professor in professor in design. check over the fuel prodlldlOll
microbiology, and Rkhard Arcber. associate machillt" they helped to dt'velop.

an
alcohol-produced-fromplants process economically
viable.
And McClary admits that.
even if they decide to do additional laboratory work. they
may not be able to. He said he
hasn't been able to get a grar_1
to do the work.
Wolff said a grant is difficult
to obtain because grant money
now available amounts to only
10 percent of the grant money
available when they started
work, and because competition
for ~'iants is tougher because so
m~ others are working on
turiung plants into alcohol fuel.

Although they disagree over

:ff:~ of H:frroc::;lrthe~:~
beneficial and said they made
as much progress as anyone
could have expected.
And all three said their
disagreements illustrate why
many faculty members don 'I
undertake projects with people
from differenl fields of study.
Each hils a different oer-

spective on what the next step in
developing the process should
be because each person has a

different background. they said.
They also said disagreement
will not keep them from wanting to contInue the projed if
they have the chance because
the process' benefits are
potentially great.
The process can be beneficial
because corn is not the only
malerial that can be used to
produce alcohol fuel. Archer
said. Plants. trees and even
garbage can be used because
they contain cellulose, he said.

ec~::~\~Uy th(e..aS\bf!oc,:~~

made from cellulose is good
because garbage and plants are
renewable energy sources. he
said.
Another favorable aspect of
producing alcohol fuel is that
once the cost is feasibie, engines
will need only a slight retoolmg
to allow them to run on alcohol.
Archer said

So now Archer. McClarv and
Wolff say they are playing a
waiting game. Archer wants to
hear the reaction to
process
when it is released by the
lllinois Institute of !liat-.JI'al
Resources. McClat'Y and Wolff

the

benefit Southern minois, .A.r
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grown on land that can't be used
to grow crops. Also, using fuel

"Only time will ten where this
will go." Wolff said.

cher said. Plants tor fuel am be

Shryock Auditorium
Celebrity Series
presents

their work.

Amateur
TALENT SHOW
Must be 18 years
or older

The Center for Basic Skills is
offering a series of short
workshops this week b) help
students
interested
in
developing their writing skills.
The workshop sc:-bedule includes:

"How to Balance the 3O-Hour
Day, " a workshop on time
management, from 11 a.m. to
noon Tuesday in Pulliam 34.
"What in the World Does This
Author Mean?," a session
concentrating on textbookreading and note-tak.in&. from 2
to 3 p.m. Wednesday in Wbam
317.
"Writing a Master's Thesis:
Strategies for Success," a l~
hour workshop for masler'slevel students beginning at 7
p.m. Wednesday in Wbam 328.

''The Politics and Prose of
Writin, a Doctoral Dissertation,' from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Thursday io Wham 2m.
"How to Understand Those
Mumbling Professors." a
workshop 00 lecture notetakina, from 2 to 3 ',m. Thursday In Wham. 203.

C
CAMELOT
Thursday, September 17, 1981,8:00 p.m.
Ticketa $9.50, 10.50, 11.50, Mail and credit card phl)ne
orders accepted daily. Box office opens Sept. 8th.
Write or call Shryock Auditorium, sruC. Carbondale,
Illinois 62901. (618) 453-a378.
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Send this application to:
TALENT SHOW, Ramada Inn, 3000 W. Main,
Carbondale, IL 62901

~
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Name
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - -
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Phone
TalentL-________________
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Crowd absorbs the energy and style
of pop rock, reggae, gospel concerts
By ,\Ian Sculley
Staff Writer

The Kind's performance did
not distinguish the band as
being unique among any
IlUmber of many power pop
bands. However, they did prove
they could put on a lively
concert that makes a crowd bop

through the night.
Their hour-and-15 minute set
was an exercise in ncn-stop
energy for both the band and the
audience, which filled threefourths of Student Center
Ballroom D. The Kind rumbled
from one snappy pop-rocker to
the next, without breaking
stride.

The band members' stage
theatrics fit the fasl pace of the
show, 100. Vocalist-guitarist
Frank Jalovec, guitarist Frank
Capek and bassist Mark Gardner used plenty of strutting and
shuffling to prod the Friday E
night audience into dancing
along with their music.
The songs that worked best

Street Side gospel
By Julie Gaadagnoli
Staff Writer
Among the unconventional
activities that took place at the
Student Center Friday night
was a concert by Street Side, a
gospel funk band that combined
lyrics celebrating the love of
Jesus with elt:Ctl'ic music.

The band consists of Mike
Gaston. lead vocals and percussion, who played the congas
throughout the concert; Doug
Milby. lead vocals and rhythm
guitar; Roger Mason, backing
vocals and bass: Rob Straube
backing vocals and drums; Ke~
Ledford, backing vocals and
keyboards; and Dave Vineyard
lead guitar.
'
Before strt.et Side began, a
few other musicians stepped on
to the dimly-lit stage in the

:r~:~~!1i~~l!:

was sm::Ii at fIrst. A few
scattered groups of people sal
at the tables, eating cafeteria
food and talking softly.
Then a slightly nervous young
woman was called from the
audience to the stage for what
seemed to be an impromptu
performance. She sat on a high
stool and. in a soft. high voice.
sang two love songs ac-

companied by a piano.
Then Street Side came onstage. They opened their show
with a bouncy version of the
Doobie Brothers "Takin' It To
The Streets."
After a COlijl'I€- more numbers.
Gaston said. "As some of you
may have noticed. some of our
lyrics deal with Him." Then the
band proceeded to pia) the rest
of their set.
The songs were not. however,
dogmatiC hymns demanding
listeners to believe ;n the Lord.
Instead. they we -e lively.
sometimes rocking, unobtrusive numbers that asked the
listener to think about what the
lyrics were saying.

The band members beamed
as they sang about a subject
they clearly enjoyed. They
seemed to appreciate the
clla nce to share thp.ir views wi th
the audience. Before leaving the
stage, Gaston said. "the doors
aren't always open to a group
that does Jesus music."

for the Kind were ones that used
a prominent rhythm guitar
synchronized with the bass.
This style was reminiscent of
Cheap Trick. who often em·
ployed a bass played like a
rhythm guitar to provide a solid
undercurrent for guitar solos to
fill over. H was obvious from
the Kind',! performance that
Ihey had this technique
mastered.
The band's songs also relied
on the mu~,;cal prowess of ('ach
band member. Capek especially
was in the limelight as his crisp
and energetic guitar SOlOS.
domin3ted several songs
Frank Sb€rno's drumming was
also a key ingredient to the
show. While he was usually
forced into the background by
the melodies of the Kind's

music, he provided the steady.
driving beat which kept the
crowd in constant motion.
This mUSIcal abll;'v was
especially prominent during an
extended VIo",S'on of "Shakin'
All
Over."
This
song.
highlighted by some iniectious
guitar and bass sO!:'IS, closed the
set at a fevered pa~e.
If there was anYlhing thai
slowed the momentum of the
Kind, it was the muddy ..ound
mix. The instruments could be
distinguished. but there was
little crispness in the sound.
But since the Kind played
catchy songs, and showed enthusiasm for the music through
their theatrics. the sub~par
sound system was only a minor
distraction from a concert that
showed the crowd a good time

r

I

Slowly, the cafeteria tables
began filling up with enthusiastic Ii!.teners. The crowd
was very responsive to Milby
and Gastoos' comments betWeE'fl songs. The two would say
thinp.::; like. "No matter who It'ts
yOU down, He's always there to
pick you back up." Then people
10 the crowd who shared their
view would cheer and clap.
Most of Street Side's songs
featured a combination of
congas and drums. Straube was
a colorful drummer wit'l his
dark red hair and pink and
green flowered Hawaiian shirt.

Dal'ols reggae
8y Joe Walter
Entertainment Editor

"We love you ~.. shouted
Petros Mekuna. vocalist for
DaUots, the reggae group that
p ..!"foi"med in the Student
Center, and the feeling was
definitely mutual.
This Ethiopian reggae band
played a very fWlky type of
reggae. They even played a
funky West African tune,
"Makosa," with Swahili lyrics
sung by bass player Zeleke
Gessesse. The other members
of the band are Asrat Sellassie,
percussion; Melaku ReUa,
key boa rds; Mulugetta
Gessesse, lead guitar; Tekele
Rada, saxophone; Ruphael
Mariam, drums.
The group played extremely
weD a vanety of nwnbers in
Student Center Ballroom 0
Friday night that ranged from
serious reggae to funk. Their
instrumental energy seemed to
be derived from their love of
performing. That love a!so was
carried into the beat, which was
enjoyed by the crowd that
danced almost continuously
from when the band began their
set at 9 p.m. until they left the
slag(' at 10:45.
Dallols played more as a
group with their instruments,

contributing to the polished
performance, but the performers did not stand out by
themselves. Even Mekuria's
sincerely done, mellow vocals.
which shone when he sang
"Give it Up," did not seem to
want to stand out too much and
spoil the feel of the band's team
spirit.
"We're trying to play all
kinds of music," said Mulugetta
Gessesse, lead ~uitarist for the
band. Gessesse IS also a student
at
Northeastern
IllinoiS
University.
Gessesse also said that
although the band obviously
enjoys playing reggae, the
music does not have the same
religious significance for its
members as it does for some

~~f~ca~f~re" ~~~~i~

religion in Jamaica. The late
reggae musician Bob Marley
was a rastafarian.
"Ethi"ia is a multi-cultural
country,' Gessesse said. He
added that reggae is just one of
the musical . forms that are
played in his country.
Dallol8' members have
played as a group in Ethiopian
clubs years ago, Gessesse said.
and now since tbey have
become cou.~e. students. .in

America,~ynaver~~
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IN CONCERT

Wednesday, October 14 at 8:00 p.m.
All seats reserved at $12.50 each
24-hour Hot Line
(618)453-5341
Tickets on Sale today, at the Arena South Lobby Box Office
Outlets September 18:
Plaza Records-Carbondale
4-ticket limit
$50.00 check limit

~

8m Arena
It.il.i II.
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Nick's 'Bella Donna'
is a quality production
By Ala n

Scull~y

Staff Writer

Among other good things,
Stevie Nicks' solo album,
"Bella Donna:' is a testament
to the strength and high quality
of her song writing during the
pa~t eight years.
But this quality should not
surprise people. A quick glance
at the line-up of musicians on
the 1Ilbu:n suggested "Bella
Donna" would be a quality
production.
Among the people who per·
furm with Nicks on the album
are Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, Roy Bittan from
Bruce Springst~n's E Street
Band, Don Henley and Don
Felder of the Eagles and
veteran session men Waddy
Wachtel and Russ Kunkel. She
also has a top notch producer
Jimmy Iovine o( Tom Petty
fame.
The style of music is also
predictable. Her songs have the
same flavor as the music she
has written Cor Fleetwood ivlac.
They range from mid-tempo
~kers to quiet love songs to
~ountry-tinged ballads.
The only real surprise in her
music on "Bella Donna," is that
a majority of the songs equal
anything Nicks has done befort!.
And three of these tunes,
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Bella Donna, Stevie Nicks.
Modern Records, Reviewer's
Ra ling: 3 1-2 stars ( .. !Ita I'!! tops I

THE flOLD MIlE
611 S. illinois

You can get a slice
of .Ingle Ingredient

pizza and a small
soft drink for only
$1.70 at The Gold Mine
between 11:00-2:00

Nicks more recent com·
positions take a more rockmg
style and are as good as
anything on the album. "Edge
of Seventeen" uses a sharp
electric guitar, and the title
song has a crisp rhythm track
fitted between soulful vocals.
Both the title song and
"Edge" also display the typical
Nicks style of intriguing lyrics
laced with symbolism One
example of symbolism is the
white winged dove in "Edge,"
which stands (or the spirit
leaving the body.
The only song tMt seems out
of place is the hit single "Stop'
Draggin' My Heart Around ..
written by Petty and Michael
Campbell of the Heartbreakers
While a fine song, it would fit
better on Petty's "Hard
Promises" album

But these songs are just
"Think About It," "After tbe highlights. There are no weak
Glitter Fades" and "Leather cuts to be found on "Bella
and Lace" predate her days Donna." But then again, this is
with Fleetwood Mac.
not a su:rprise, considering
"After the Glitter Fades" and Nicks' tra-:k record of high
quality
music.
"Leather and Lace" offer a
sweet country tingE' that has not
Everything members of
been heard in Nicks' music Fleetwood Mac touch turns to
since "Gold Dust Woman." platinum. In the case of "Bella
"Think About It," written in Donna," the impressive sales
1974 for Christine McVie of figures will be well-deserved.
Fleetwood Mac, sounds a bit
like "Over My Head," one of Album courtesy of Plaza
McVie's compositions.
Rt'(:ords.

Call for quick delivery
529-4131

529-4139

529-4130

And they're off. ..
New Horizons classes start TOMORROW!
~ Drawing &: Cokt-Wednesdays. begimring
~ber 16 7: ~9: 00 p.m. in the Corinth &om of

the Student Center.
Cosmetology-Wednesdays. beginning September 16
from 7:00-9:00 p.m. in the Troy Room of the

Student Center.

Canoe W~Wednesdays. begin.~ Septenber
16 from 3:~5:00 at the Campus boat t!ocb.

..

The cost for each of these classes is $5. Don't
delay! Sign up right now at the SPC offices on
the third floor of the Student Center or call 53&-3393
for more information.
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Tonight
SPC Video present ...
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midnight express

Good acting, poor script Dlake
Dlediocre 'Eye of the Needle'
By Tom TravlD
Student

W~;1er

''To love a stranger i.i easy, to
kill a lover is not" maj' be the
promotional slogan for "Eye of
the Needle," but it should read,
"To love Lhis movie is difficult,
to pick it to shreds would be

CReviewQ

eas ."'
"tye o( the Needl1!" is. at

Eye Of The Needle. Starring
Donald SutJlprland and Kale
Nelligan. directed by RJc:banl
Marquand, FOll Eallt Gate
theater. Reviewer's RatiDg-Z
stan (4 stal'!! tops).

best, a second-rate sPl movie,
saved only by a nifty httle love
story and some fine acting by
Kate Nelligan and Donald
Sutherland. It is nearly ruilled
by mediocre scriptwriting and
by editing that has the movie
moving in all directions and Dot
getting anywhere.

In the early stages of the
movie, we see the wedding of a
young R.A.F. pilot (Christopher
Cazenove). He and his bride are
in a serious car accident on
their wedding day. They don't
surface again for another 20
minutes in the movie. When

~~~~:"c:,~~r:::'a~i'!I~~~

oil the coast of England.
The pilot is DOW paralyzed
See NEEDLE
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Fourl" Floor Video lounge of tt:e Student Cent.r
Ride the .'eYOtor to the alternatl.,. viewing experience

PAI{ENTS DAY '81
Essay Con t e5t

SPCFilms

FIASI MONDAY
IN OC.T~.!l..1!I
5:00 PM SHOW ".SO
WDKDA TS 5:00 7:00 9:00

Rules: 100-300 word essily on "Why my
Parents should be 'Parents' of the day."
Should be typed or neatly handwritten
Deadline Tomorrow. September 16. '81
Submit to: Student Programming Council,
3rd floor Student Center.

LAST

EYE OF THE
NEEDLE mJ
S:4S

7:.

t:4S .'::~

Richard Pryor & Isaac Hoy..
The Staple Singers
The Emotions - Borllays
Albert King
Student Center Auditorium
Tonight 7 &9 $1
Co-sponsored by WlDB

• ock-n-Soul

·,:AT~~QAY
TI:t~ ~~TH

~ICHARDBENJA~IN
I
PAULA PRENTISS

~ MDMSHOW.' . .
SHOWS DAIlY MD 7lOO .. ,.

Prizes: Trophy; complimentary accommodations
for parents at Hoi idoy
In/l of Carbondale.
flowers for parents;
VIP :teats at Saluki
football Game; meals
compliments of the
Student Center; and
more.

WANnD: A. Variety of Entertainment
for Parents Day Dessert Cabaret
October 3, 1981 8:30 p.m.
For more information call 536-3393 or
stop by SPC Office-3rd floor Student Center
~
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Be aware of risky situations,
advises self-defense speaker
By Pa m Pelrow
Staff Wrih!r

The most important step in
preventing crime is to be aware
that a situation may be
dangerous, according to Jan
Curtis, a representative from
the Women's ('enter at 408 W.
Freeman.
Curtis spoke to a group of
about 15 studems Thursday at
the first in a St.'nes of three
seminars sponsored by the
Committee for the Susan
Schumake Memorial Fund.
Members of WIDB Radio,
where Miss Schumake worked,
organized the seminars to
educate students in defense
techniques.
"The best self·defense is
being able to see a risky

situation and use your common
sense to get away from that
situation," Curtis said.
Curtis said Miss Schumake's
Aug. 17 murder has spurred an
increased crime·awareness
among
students.
Miss
Schumake was raped and
strangled neal" the Physical
Plant on a p~th known as the
..~~ Chi Minh Triiil" after
leaving a meeting at WIDB.
"I'm not saying tllat everyone
is paranoid-thev shouldn't be.
But they need to have some kind
of healthy awareness of what's
going on," she said.
Donna Bandy, SIU·(' Security
Patrolwoman, explained some
L'niversity safety programs
The Bright Way Path, a lighted
path winding throughout the
campus, is usually patrolled by

Origins bill vetoed as vORue
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. lAP) -

~s~~m~~ff;t o~o tC~e~~~~sj~~

national origin was vetoed
Monday by Gov. James
Thomps.m. who said it was too
broad and "virtually im·
possible" to use
Thompson sent the bill back
to the House after recom·
mending certain changes. The
General Assembly will consider
the proposed alterations when it

returns for the fall veto session
next month.
Thompson proposed that
language be added to the bill to
set which national origin groups
would be covered.
"This bill does not expand the
protection granted to any in·
dividual or group against
discrim', ation
in
em
ployment." Thompson said.

security personnel, she said.
In addition to the regular
police officers on duty, 17 Saluki
Patrol men and womenstudents trained to be security
patrol-also watch the area.
"Each applicant has to go
through a strict hiring procesf>
before he can become d
patrolman," she said "Most of
them are students who want to
be police ofCicers."
A Women's Safety Transit
can also be called to drive a
woman to her dorm or to an
educational
program
or
meeting on campus.
The Women's Center is
sponsoring a Self~Defense class
on Mondav and Wednesday
nights at
Recreation Center.
Registration fees for the 10week class are $10.
Instructors from the National
Self· Defense Council will be
teaching the classes. Both men
and women may attend and
should call the Women's Center
to register.
The
instructors
will
demonstrate safety techniques
at the next two seminars, said
Kevin McGuire, co-chairman of
the
Committee for
the
Schumake Memorial Fund.
The seminars will be held
Sept. 15 in :"Jeely Hall ;lfld Sept.
22 in Dining Room 5 at Lentz
Hall. he said

I

Sllthp-lanrt> gning hy ttl",
name of Hf'nn- Fabt·r, is chased

all o\'er England by Scotland

Yard and British in!plligence
agents Arter being ship·
\Hecked, wluie trying to meet
up with the L'·boat. he ends up
on the island. That is where
Lucy, her husband David and
their son live a peaceful
t'xistence.
This starts the love affair
between Lucy and Faber. He
appears at the rili!ht time, to
find Lucy both vurnerable and
appealing. 'Sutherland and
Nelligan work together per·
fectly, with him providing the

dangerou~

yet
warm.
passionate facade that sa, tisfies
her frustrated mner self
Nelligan is particularly

i~~i~~nttr;~~\\,;~ki~;.n~~,

fortunate housewife who opens
up to Sutherland's warmth. She
is fulfilled for the first time in

~~~~ali~~rs. ~eoc~~~~' a~~~:

threatening, she must decide
between her lover and what is
right to her.
Sutherland seems a little
wooden in the role of the Needle.
It is hard to believe he is
comfortable in the role of a
vicious, Nazi killer. He shines
through, however, in the
relationship with Nelligan. He
interacts with such smooth skill
and true warmth that it is hard

Join Booby's or The Club
for daily drink specials.

-Ai
<;1 IRl\IIARINr "'-ANOWICHF S

406 S. Illinois
457·5551

any ~U~!~!~oby's
Good ,,11-./22/11

Alcohol, Sexuality, Birth control, Drugs,
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him a st'asoned

klll('r
WIth the exception of these
pt'rformances I and that of
CazenoveJ, the mO\'ie doesn't
really ha\'e much going for it.

~:n:i~~ s~~~n:nJu~:ct!;°ro
murder to suspense so quickly
that there is no sense of con·
tinuit\'. Parts of the film art' so
hard io follow that until the "erv
end hardly any sense is made of
thf'm
Overall. "E~'e of the Needle"
is a mildly entertaining action
film with a very good
relationship story and some fine
acting by the main characters.
It also has som" nice
~otography of a coastal British
ISland. Check it out i;t the
budget show if you want r.o risk
seeing it-the performances are
very good.
But as a package, the movie
:;ra%!=~:o:~rth the high price

.;:
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~ Student Wellness i
~Resource

Center g

Southern Illinois
Uni~ersity

•
coun!l~ling

TO 8E OFFERED

All 1981-82 Pell (Basic) Grants will be credited to each student's Statement
of Account.

ValuflliltOU5 lIaIM study nol.5 on aU
arez of boI5>C SClI!nce
Ted", tests ilccomPlnied by compreflensl1.e leach>", tapes 10 be used at
lIIJof our IIII' centers,
Mlterills consbntlJ u"ed,
o.er 40
of

Students wanting to know if their grant has come in should check
their monthly Statement of Account to see if it has been credited.
The first round of Pen Grants will be shown as' a credit on the
September Statement of Account.

:"f::a!=ti1!
f.... oflesl.
pltpII'atlOll

I"lITO
••""'L

Pa,d lor by the Office of Studen, Warle ond F'nanda' Assistance

CALL

54t-7116
FOR INFORMA nON
L.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
, ,~.-,..
~.J. ..

_.4'., .......

1';'If!' 8, Da!Jy Egyptian, September l~, I~l,
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IN CARBONDALE
THIS FALL

INTERESTED STUDENTS

~

0

information. workshops and groups· 536-7702

NOTICE TO ALL PELL (BASIC) GRANT RECIPIENTS
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r

I

L __ ~,,!!!!.o~ct.:!:'-Z_~J

Prepare For:
S.I.U. MEDICAL
AlNANa STANDING
PLACEMENT EXAM

I

35COFF I

C

to imagine

GReviewQ

Have your favorite lub maele
Into a elelieioul Chef lalael.
The Chef lalad 11 the lame
price al the lub.

the

NEEDLE from Page 7
from the waIst down. He Ii\'es
\tith his wife and son. who was
<.:oncei\'ed before their wedding
night T.\lcy 'l:t"lligan' is an
t'xtremel\' frustrated and lonely
",oman. "'ho works hard to find
some solace from her husband's
drurken. depressed state,
Meanwhile. a :\azi agent
known
as
the
:-leedle

Booby's has 21 different
kinds of Chef Salads.

Oils, watercolors, displayed
at 'starving' artist's exhibition

Tropical HOGse Plants

I~

PutAIittle ...... inyourlife
with a beautiful tropical plant.

4'

By Abigail Kimmel
Student Writer

display with four of her friends
who belong to an art club in
their area.

J'eople strolled along. stopping occasionally to look at an
oil landscape or maybe a pen
and ink of squirrels. Some
artists read books in between
questions and purchases and
others caught up on extra work
from the office, One artist
played with her baby whose bed
was at the end of her display.
It may sound like the Left
Bank of Paris. but it was actually the Starving Artist Show
at the University Mall Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
Several types of art by
Southern Illinois artists were
for sale. A requirement of the
show is that the artists caMot
make a living from that
profession, There were landscapes and still lifes, oils and
watercolors. One display had
pen and ink drawings of Rend
Lake Spillway and other places
around the Christopher area.
Another was of portraits
sketched in pencil and charcoal.
There was a photogra,hic
dispiar of rocky, wooded areas
remimscent of Giant City State
Park with trees sllJ'rollndf.'d bv a
rising mist and pigs in an oPen
field.

~~fees~a~f~~~ ~e~t~2Ij'?a

minded one display all day
Saturday _ Nichols shared the

She explained that to be able
to afford the materials for more
work, first she had to sell
paintings. Some canvases are
'15, that means selling the piece
later for at least that amount
and the hours put into the
project.
That wasn't easy to do
Saturday.
According to Nichols, people
considered the price of S40 for a
framed oil painting pretty high,
but they didn't consider the cost
of a frame alone, which is from
S20 to 125.
Nichols had sold some
paintings that day. though. A
woman who works with Nichols'
husband, David, bought an oil
still life of roses to hang in her
new living room. "ft's my first
original. I just love it!," she
exclaimed to Nichols. and then
turned to show off the prize to
her fiance.
An elderly couple. Nichols
said, bought a rather large oil
because the man "just had to
have it." His wife asked him
where he was gciDJt to put it and
he said he didn't know but 'Ie
"ju!!t had Lo have it," she said.
Nichols' own favorite paintings, which she refuses to selL
are a portrait of her niece and a

watercolor she will be entering
in the State Art Show in Urbana

~<

near the end of October. She
proudly shows snapshots of
these and the paintings on
which she is currently working.
Her eyes light up when she
describes one of her favorill'
subjects. It's her green-gablerl
Victorian home, A watercolor of
the house from a distance was
for sale. So was an oil of the bay
window on the second story.
where she paints while listening
to Barbara Streisand, Charlie
Rich and John Denver.
She's now working on an oil of
her open reilar door, And
there's >An oil of her garbage
cans ur.der a red bud tree.

enrollment of whites in Hen-

said

boundary
changes
'!:h:!l!.~ to integrate the
CarT)'ing iii... u..t said, "We
shall
not
be
bused,"
"Education, then integration,"
and "We won't go where we're
not wanted," about two dmen

~~d::!o~i~,:

Doris

Payne.

=!:;'tw:::'L,::~
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• Sal. . . Maintenance • aental.
Warehou.. Prlc.. to the Public

.Ir..... Tropic•• '011••• Co.
1 Y, ml east on Hwy. 13 to Reed Station Rd.
Behind Lalcewood Shopping Or.
529-4901
Monday-Saturdoy 9:00-5:00
BREAKFAST
HOURS:

rfAMIlY

~~

6AM-IlAM
Men-Sat
7AM-l'2PM
Sunday

~rAURA~'t

LUNCH
HOURS:
lOAM-1OPM
Men-Thu"
lOAM-I lAM
FRI-SAT

IIAM-8PM

$1 .09

Sunday

Your choice of: 3 Eggs, Hash Browns,
Toost & Jelly OR 2 Eggs, 2 Slices of
Bacon, Toast & Jelly.

I

~

super!n-

(off.r."ch
1) _
______________
_ _ _9/30/8
___

LUIICH
____ ...-.......................

,
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Barry Manilow has charmed
thousands of concert par-

"

~~~=~-t:::e:~: =ako:t()f~.Ar.: as:.-:. ~~:~tts,..r:u~ ~e,:r:i~r.

~-..."

,

Arborcola
Pleomele
Dieffenbachia
Cactus
Palms
Norfolk Island Palm
Chinese evergreen
Aralia
Pothos

ManitOII' tkkelll to 1"'1"0 on .ale Tuesda.'Y
Tickets for the Harry
Manilow concert go on sale

~

Schfflera .

Students protest forced busing

new

~.n ~

~r,:t

Draceana

painting sooner. "I've waste<t so
much time. so many interesting
subjects to paint," she said.

with enrollments half black and
half white.
Gtaham has 523 students and
Hendricks, 419, but only 13
students
up at Monday,
Graham
and 40 atshowed
Hendricks

Large Selection to
Choose from: Sizes From
3" pots to 10 gallon cans

!

he~~~~~s ~1a~esi!ereJ~~t a~~~~

predominantly-white Graham
Elementary School, nine blocks
away.
The boundary changes were
designed
the Board
of
Education by
to provide
for the

/

~FiCUS

Being able to finish pieces
quickly helps when readying for
an art show. When Nichols
started painting two years ago.
It took 16 hours to complete a
watercolor of a spring landscape,
measuring
approximately 16 by 24 inches.
Friday morning she did a 24 by
18 inch nudE' of her husband (as
seen from the back) in around
two or three hours.

CHiCAGO cAP) - Only 53 of
942 enrolled students showed up
at two schools Monday as white
and black children boycotted
classes and
their parents
picketed
in a protest
agaimt

~ik-t

,

I

I

TIIN BURGER
Bacon. cheese. lettuce. tomatoe.
pickle, onion and dreSSIng
,

r:::::",.on:,

1.00 oR

•
•

I

,
"

II

Elementary School. At the to 4:30 p.m. Tickets other days and the catchy beat of
cmylrlnd
Two Teen Burgers - reg. $2.58Off.nnds
same time, about 200 white wiD be sold from 9 a.m. to 4:30 "Copacabana." ManiJow comes I pervl.lf)
Only $1.58 with this coupon
9/30/81 I
parents
picketed
at p_m.
to the Arena on Oct. 14. Tickets .IAII Of IMI UNIVIIISI'n MALL
CAIt80NDAU I
~______________________________________--, a~r~e~$:12~.~~.~. .~~~~~~.~~_:;
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Health News. ,.

HOT SCIATICA

"1daIIca-

BY DR. ROY S_ WHITE
Dodorof Chl~

A
CIIIIe Is GftIn
just that. a burning MI'ISCIfion

In the lower back, the hips
and . . . . . . down the
........ dear

to the~. I'
may .tort on
one .ide anc:I
~ fD a tillateral ~

mem,
Jnltlolly,
the ... .-..... pain

.:an~~
... writh GIprift "" ~ anal. .lea. Continued few long
periadI, ......ICI requifw
........, . . . . and ~
..., . . . . irI6ctM. l.ahg
term _ ....k . . . . . .~
can CDUM uncles......ide
.ffects.
A pain-klnlng "....iptiOIi
Is ~ . . . . . . . . . Yo.""

"ttylnglD . . . the~

~~

.... sensory

Cortisone ...... . . ....
final CIIItIImatW to paIn-UIIng
drug .......q. ~

brings bl...-d ....i.. In ....
_
manner CIS .... other

soIutIonI. IiInIpOfarIIy ~
ing the sensory fundion of
the nervous system. Thl.
approach mak.. as much
CIS IGMng the probI.m
of a ringing fl... alarm by
GInIng the ~ fD tt. alarm.
The ringing .tops. bu. the
cau.. of the ringing keeps
an oyl,. out for help.
1M cause in Ifti. aIM
(CIS In 10 many) I. a mlsaIignIId ".,.... In tt. Iow.r
bad&. The solution, IWGIIgn,...., cau... the removoI 01
netW' preuu.... and hence,
the ,..torQtIon of nannal
..,.,. tuncIIan. 0nIr the bodv
can heal .... bady. Chlropnxtlc'. gaol" to allow that
normal heoIlr:Ig pow.r to be
,...1"". Remember, the
five __ t dangerous wonk
are, "MAYlE IT WILL GO

=~Hhne."""'"

.......n._

Dr. Roy S. White
C/O Carbondale
Chlrapractic Clink
103 S. Washington
Carbondale. 1162901
1

/ ** art.
eyel. rac••
'~!["
& craft.
,,::;L~ -" * flddl. & banlo conte.t
(::&.~/ \:~ ~:.' * appl. p•• llng conte.t
* apple dcIar chug-a-Iug n..
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MURPII"

APPLE 1'1
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Reg. to $90.00

NOW $5.00 to $35.00
All brand nomes
Fashion & Quality
TREMENDOUS SAVING
ON OUR 2nd FLOOR

Come In and register
the "Captain Ap.,lesa
Parade of Prizes

SALE

See our new Fan Fashions
for chlldren-arrIYi~. dally

MURPHYSBORO TRU-BUY
DISCOUNT FOODS
1510W. Walnut

BEST WISHES

FREEl

Murphysboro
on a successful

1 lb. loaf of white bread
with 'this apple
and any purchase

APPLE FESTIVAL
tijl~~~~
U!!J
OF MlAJHYSBOR() .
MURPHYSBORO. IL 62966

6..--~""-c...,Lj

Tender, juicy, tasty

APPLEWOODs

Pro Ked.leathen
S42.00 ratall
SPICIAL S26."

CHICKEN
with David's special
sweet/sour apple
_BQsauee

cut out thi' apple for 10" off
any ..... In Itore

~
1tth ..... W.lnut
Murphysitoro

"ll~~I·~~·· ~~~<
•. ",>.~ '"

~".. '

... :

. ,~:·:",,~~'::5'

.. : <"

.

* parade
* prizes
* music

YSBORO

~ESTIVAL

SEPT. 16-19

Bill's TV
Sales & Service

TRADE-IN
YOUR OLD FURNITURE
FORNEWI

.17.1231

• 1982 black & white
$96.88 and up

$200.
$150 •
worth $100.

.sofas & sleepers
.Ioveseats
• upholstered chain
(applies

1334 Walnut MurphYlkro

worth
worth

l

TJ,

'0 custom & special orders)

Traci.-In .nci. Sept. 19

Be sure to come In and
register for the
PARADE OF PRIZES

we sell used TVs

WELCOME
APPLEFESTIV AL
VISITORS

_. ._ster for .....
. .lion of Spre4 Satin
to lite liven away
....t.l9th

The City National Bank is proud to
have been serving Jackson County
since 1892.

w. hop. you enloy the

,

Appl.f••t Actlvltl ••
::yz,~

CITY NATIONAL

__

tGJ,
~I

73onJ-~~~~"'LJ

M....ber
FDIC

A good time, for just
pocket change

Kitchen Cafe

R~'·
~KADE

is not the big apple,
but we do have
the best dam apple pie
around.

• video game• • pinball
• foosball • pool tables

(try O'Jr lune-a:XJkal meals)

.....t cloor to • .J. HoIIby Cent.

OPEN 50.m. - 1:30 p.m.

'.W.'nut
U7~I.

"... ;;'. ,.;, .'

.. ;- . :.~:,-._::l;.:t:';G-F~~··~;::,~'
: ~.•;

Reagan says more cuts
won't hurt vital services
WASHINGTON (AP) Having already scaled down his
planned increases for defense,
President Reagan eyed further
cuts in domestic spending
Monday 011 grounds that "we
fnee the choice of taking drastic:
action or inviting economic
calamity."
Even so, he said, the
reductions can be achieved
''without a~ damage to any vi
government s vital services."
The president's deputy press

~;;:~ry10 ~ry o!pe:!~
Security as one of the areas
where additional cuts would be
made. He said the total
reductions In the upcoming
fiscaJ 1982 budget would be Iesa
than $18 billioo.
From a meeting with con-

~~!:~~t!

to c~n,=io~~
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill and
the
House
Republican
leader,
the
president paid heed to
budgetary matters, even as he
presided at a ceremony of·
ficially
yroclaiming
the
bicentennia celebration of the
revolutionary
victory at
Yorktown.
"At home, our enemy is no
longer redcoats but red ink."
Reagan said.
"After 19 defICits in the last 20
years and a national debt of
nearly a trillioo dollars, we face
the choice of takinS drastic:
3ctiOll or inviting ec:oaomic

calamity," Reagan said. "OUr
administration and • think the
American people have the
resolve to do what we know is
right and what we know must be
done. Make no mistake. We
will."
"I believe the s~irit of
Yorktown and the spint 01 our
revolution is still alive and well
in America. I'm CCIIIf"Jdent that
if we work together and reason
together ancf stick together,
then just like our forefathers,
we'U be all right," he said.
Speakes said "right now there
are no plans for further cuts in
entitlements in '82. " En-

titlements are the federal
pr08~ams, including Social
Security and food stamps, for
which spending is governed by
law.
At the same time, Speakes
pointed out that .. there are
problems with Social Security."
'l11e administration has said the
Socia) Security System faces a
shortfall by late next year
unless its income or allocations
are changed.
Asked whether Reagan would
cut S18 billion from the 1982
budget, for which he asked S695
billion last spring, Speakes said
that figure was "a little high."

.,.."!!L
ENJOY CARBONDALE'S
r:INI.C" ~.IIII'!•• AILS

WHITE from Page 1
sheriff's post in 1974 when be
defeated incumbent John J.

Hoffman.
White earned his bachelor's of
science from 8m -C in administration of justice.
When asked about the unsolved murders of Lucille
Fligor in 1971 and Marie
Avezedo in 1981, which the
sheriff's
department
is
responsihle- for investigating,
White said. "We continue to
work on all 01 them and there is
not a day that goes by that we
don't do something."
White said be thought unsolved murders were not
unusual throughout the nation.
"(They are) not UD&OIvable,

not what we would like it to be,"
he said.
White was indicted in September oll980 on four counts of
official misconduct and two
counts of theft in connection
with the aUeged theft of jail food
and gas and the removal of his
son's arrest records from
county files.
He
was acquitted
in
December.

"Probabl'y it will be a
detriment In some people's
eyes, but not in everyone's,"
White said of the indictment. ".
have a lot of friends in Jackson
County and Southern Illinois.
The receptioo since then bas
hut ttl.- evi~ At thill timf" ill been very good."

J.R:s...the restaurant with a dIn'erence.
One that combines a relaxed atmosphere
with great food.
J.R:s Menu Includes:
special crepes. ometc,i~ steaks. shrmp.
a variety of other dishes and ~
Ice cream desserts.
Another Stan Hoye Restaurant

-,.. 12,.ueil1EtJ'11l*1,.......

Happy Hour 11-6

Whiskey Sour

,.lIItl·; "

Next To The HoIday Inn Carbof dale

Come
Down & Try
A

YELLOW \

BIRD

TRY OUR DlLICIOUS LUNCH
SPECIALS
YIDlO~AMlS

ew departDlent heads Wade, I
gelis Dlake plans for future !

I

.

WlIO~
album rock 105

I

G. Wade, a 39-yearfrom Great Britain,
as charman of
tuc~I~~~~:~n~~ of Physical
's Board
. He

Michael G. Wade

Paul J. Angelil

develop broader areas of career

at the U.S. Government
Language
School
in
Washington.
~elis hopes to use the
lingwstics and CESL programs
to strengthen each other.
"I want to see how the two
departments can work to
strengthen each other," he said.
"We want to find ways that the
research done in the linguistics
department can be applied in
the CESL program."
Other previously' announced
appointments ratified by the
trustees included those of
Elmer J. Clark as director of
the newly created Office of
Regional Research and Service; Donald L. Beggs as dean
of the College of Education; and
Robert P. Roubos as director of
the School of Music.

pr~b!~ ~oo~~:d~
appoinbnent of Paul J. Angelis
as the new chairman of the
Department of Linguistics and
the Center for English as a
Second Language.
Angelis. 40, replaces Patricia
L. Carrell. who will return to the
teaching faculty.
Angelis had been dire<::tor of
language programs at the
Educational Testing Service in
Princeton. N.J., since 1m. He
has been a senior Fulbi"ight
lecturer at the University cf
Rome and a United Nations
and
Agriculture
Food
Organization
language
specialist in Rome. He is also a
former assistant head of the
romance languages deparbnent

ih.n tickets to go on sale Thursday

IALuKI .....n _AU. T
IATUIIOAT,IIPn! _ _ I', 1.1

II:"NOON·l:t1PM
PIIII FOlIUM A. .A,

NOIrTH or Nt !'RIDINT ClNn_

BANoER CONTEST . $SO CASH PRIZE! (Pick
up rules ot Sf>< or OSD 3rd Floor. Stu.:lent
Cent.r) RALLY PARTICIPANTS WON'T HAVE TO
WAIT IN LONG LINES
RESERVED SEA TS AT GAME ON THE
5O-YARD LlNESI
TICKETS ANO T·SHIRTS FOR KOREAN
VOLLEYBALL MATCH!

I~

ENTERTAINMENT PROVIOED BY WIDS DISC

JOCKEYS AND SlUC CH""EAD""
f'RE..GAME BANNER PARADE TO STADIUM
ESCORTED BY POM-PON SQUAD.
CHEERLEADERS, MARCHING SALUKIS.
SALUKE MASCOT. AND SALUKI DOCS!

~

I

Tickets for the Greg Kihn
Band concert will go on sale for
at 7:30 a.m. Thursday at

center

Ticket Of-

San Francisco-based
will play the Shryock
at 8 p.m. Sept. rI.
in seven short years,
scratching for
in Berkeley. Calif.
one of the hottest

musicians in the nation with his
hit "The Breakup Song" and
one of the hottest concert acls~_
However, his first performances in 1975 were limited
to vocalizing ons'.age with the
rock group Earth Quake and
doing backing vocals on
Jonathan Richman's classic
recording •'Roadrunner .,.
Later that same year. Kihn

formed his own group with
bassist Steve Wright. drummer
Larry Lynch ami Earth Quake:!
Robbie Dunbar m guitar. HIS
debut albwn was reieased in
'75.
On the other albums since its

first. the band has switched lead
guitarists from Dunbar to Dave
Carpenter. who was drafted by
Kihn. and added Gary Phillips
on keyboards.

AIt••tlo. Cr.d.. U.I.........r.
Employee. Credit Union I.
proud to Introduce It. newly
remodeled facility to you.

liquor
Store

.S7.2721

Stop in daily from 9:00 am to
6:00 pm beginning Monday, September 13,
1981 , through 12:00 Noon Saturday,
September 19, 1981.

~
~

Hours

1217 West Main St.
Carbondale, 1162901
(618)457-3595

Lobby.
M-Th9-~

Fri. 9-6

Sat.9·Noon

8-4:30
8-6:00
8-Noon

~
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Daily F.gyptmn

1970V.W. SQUAREBACK Body in

Cla.slfled Informatlo" Rates
cents P"' word
Two DaY$-9 cents per word. per

~:9~~'at::5~~erSh~43112·

~a~~~~~~w~ ~ Win

m~~u~at:'~

1973 AM~ ~MBASSADUR. PS. PB.
Air condItioner, cruise, new bat·
tery. 7:>,000 original miles. 529-331'.0.
0401 At. 17

per word, per day.

pe~~:a. ;..M~,; DaY$-;; cents

!;::~~:!/.~ ~?r

1be Daily Egyptian, cannot be
responsible for more than one
day's incorrect insertion. Advertisers are responsible for

72' FORD, EXCELLENT CONDITION, $SOO or best offer. Must
sell. 457·7661 or S2&-4529 after 6:00
p.m.
0434Aa2O

'15 Ward MlnlmulII

the rate applicable for the number

~~i=~d~'~~

7u1I!

~:: =o1i:~~ 4~Y

175 ce.

g~~~~9

=..

_________
0337_A_a20_

urn

YAMAHA 250 Enduro; I!ll-

~Jl:.~~:,d:~~lls~~~I~1

n=. I an
I

~~bodv~~~ ~

350 YAMAHA ,."., acelleat

031SAa23~, 2200 miles, ~lf~

1973 AMC JAVELIN,
EX- "
CELLENT Condition, air con- .
ditioner. 549-1575.
0379Aa19i
I
BROWN ORD P
conditio:' new U:'I8.e;:; ~
brakes, radio,cassetteplaJ:A.;au'
529-1757.
019 I
1977 HONDA CIVIC, CVCC

i

--------.-,;-YAMAHA SO, .ST~EET legal,
I!llceUent conditlOll, Just tuDed=up.
$350 CaD Thom B. 54S-0336.
042IAc21

Mobil. Hom.s

MoItIl........
W

='m:~°:Ondm~ =~'=~
Mic:be1eD

On·~=
• ...

New clutch and brakls.
radials, rust prooring
FM
cassette, AM Radio, L~ rack

Any Condltl. .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _03S4J_"_1aO_17

~ ~c~~ an~tr!

Mt-aIII

~~a~desom~da~iI

~~M~~'fi~I~:!L~Uf:r ~c:n ~~~J=~roo
0356i.!~7

B830sAe20
3. BEDROOM,
1969, 12X60
RIchardson, 1 ~ i?aths, carl!«
th~out, v~ DIce, $5,000 ill-

MAZDA RX3 ''73'' t:;oupe. 15,000 on
new ~. S~ dart blue, runs
good.
II Early- te, 54~a20

=-~~~~J': and~~

=c~t7~1f~~-P~ii=, ~~~,r?~~g~~~O~i~·

I

$SOO.OO or best offer. Call 61l1-6li4~~n~ in Carbondale area:
4585.
03!MAa022 I S6S0~ obiJeHomes.~~

8UYING USID V.W. 'I
,...~

A.AI fer .,... or w.•
......21

-:;;~t~~::i. oJs~~~

BARRY MANU.oW TICKETS at

6I44m
I
'

ImCBIC'f &

,....a OMS

A"" ....", .. 'or

PcII1&IprI. .

UUSolt.
MUIIPHYHOIIO

~::::::::::;;:::;;;;:;:;;;::::;;;;:;::;;;;;::::;:;::!.

GUN WlUAMI . .NTAU

A-1 TV RENTAL

457.""

Col

-

Working Or Not Working
457-7009

W.IuyT.V:.

----.COUPON.----l

t25.00 OFF

C~

--..

-----~----CARTRIDGES

Stop"yfor~

MIS .... "lolA!!'.
'U..... 'P.•AU"

.............tnatlon

wHh-.-, ...... 9130111

NICELY

FURNISHED

6I9S6.

0303Ba23

VERY

NICE

ONE

BO:I458a19

(AClIOSS FIOM TRAIN STATION)

Itoob & IIIIIgGzl.....
I.LINOIICOMPV'Ia MAIIr

............ c... .....

(1l1li. EoItolMIIII __ . . . . 1uidc)

Pats & Suppll..
FOR SALE: 1 7-Inc:b' red .. silver
$30.00. S49-5934,~~~

R:if.nha.

BEAUTIFUL
BIRD
DOGS,
German shorthaired po~=-

61"'29-2983

SUBLEASER WANTED - 1M.

MEDIATELY! For cleaD Fur. . , ='r:'r:
~~~a:7~.2
, even~iAhl'
0415Ba2S

~s!~~~n

10xS5 MOBILE HOME. I!ll~pt
! furna~. 1000 East-Park. No. 14$995. 529-4301.
BmooAe2l
!

I MOBILE HOME 1974 Forest Park
; l2X60 with ~ut. Central AC

SPfCIAl1ZEI1 VW
•

Wet or Dry

CAMBRIA. IOXSO FURNISHE,j .

:

.•

80308Ae22"

: 1.0~55 MO~ILE HOME WITH

I

eon................r

io
;.~turn:eaBs.:s.::aUable
ioi

I
i

• All Utili.... P.lhI
·C..... TYA_.......

~r:r~t. Good conditi~.

from

'
l
i

&.-yWorII.!

, ...u bedroom, 1 mile
campua.9IIS-404Oaf~m._

• Prf_le ....... .
. , Coler ........

e18

(.1_687-451~
I17Ll.th .......

.....' . . .0.111

toa.ao.. frOM

·T...... Pfdt-w,;

FOR SALE. TWO Bedroom Mobile

POIIINfCMlMAIION CAlL

·.......rry ....,t*

U=a1~~' MUBl sell. ~

,CARBONDALE MOSD.E HOMES

:~; ~:l&itar!.2X~~:~,
12X55. two bed'rOOm. front and

!!?:~ :~: ~Fm~'Ctr:PG

~_._~~,._ ••.••.•• ;~LE. ~~J,~

• .' P~glt ~:ll QaIiI)" Eg3l~ ~p.~~ ~.,

,II8lJ

Bedroom

:J:::~~;~e: ~Ct: Goss

-=_C'.·_...i Ifo:~ C:A ~.daIe =~~7

~.E!!II.II
. . . . ....
__

2

f:=~o ~. ca~73S~~~

MUSIC BOX

W•• I. . . . . . w ....
..a.ctfoIIof~

FOR RENT

Apar·tments

OPIN ~ IYI1IYOA"

..:d:i. ':.!:~5.":..

~~

8282AfJO'~v

FOR SALE, 2 SUllilli Modell:' P.A.
Enclosures. Excellent n-spoJ1S4.'.
excellent condition, brand new.
0304An20
Call 426-3214.

_MANYOIt8~""'"

~=1or~~. ~~.

CAnoNDAU'SONLY

SOUND CORE - COMPLETE 12
channel P.A. Graphics, monitors.
100 ft. snake. 5O'1nd man, four
years I'xperien~. Cau 687-4758.

CM""TlCHNICS

HARB

ARP ODYSSEY SYNTHESIZER.
$600., ~200 mm zoom lens for
Penta x screw mount, $100.,

g~a"Ie,~. a'::b~::'. $10.,
0443AnS
EI_~tronlcs

Musical

I

$I." eech

s.o Acousncs

s!'~~:~~~~en r~~b6

FOR SALE: CASE TDK tapes
never ooened; Kastle dowrihill
ski;; Salomon bindings. large
:l:uble

VIVIT AR 250SL 35 rr, m Camera
with 50 and 135 mm lem. Mini.
~:OO call Jim after 4:00 ~srii

ADCOM
DYN..YIC1Ott
IIIOA ......N ...

NAD
"AMAHA
NAICAMICMI

TYPEWRITERS. SCM ELEC· TRICS. new and used, Irwin
, ~Pf'writer Excha!ll!e. 1101 North

!

i

MAXILL UOXL II

c-.ttee

SEWING MACHINE, DOUBLE
bed with mattresses, complete set
of stereo. calculator. tape deck
recorder. Available §.14-81 to 1~14SI. 549-4181.
O404Aftl18

·

~

Ca....,..

OM 11'.
21M
. ...11'111. . . . .lIam
'AU 11"
IAUI2ft

USED
FURNTTURE
CARBONDALE. Oli Rt. 13 West, turn

~:.a~~d Inn TavBa3i5\O~

. IltiJ IJOl\'DA 350. Gold with black
________
0338A
_ _aD_18
~~979~iIes. Two =~9

=/=54&-~:A~~~~'

HAFLER

: ~~~r, ~:'>687~:tOla alf::.'tfi

;no:

~. r:gT?:':

O.at au. LOW IMSCOUNf
PIIICU

:n~~ne$~SO'a ~~~~c ::~~~

'76 OLDSMOBILE (CUTLASS I 1980 HONDA CUSTOM SOO
SUPREMEI, Good condition FM
watercooled, drive shaft, low
:.~te. Call ~'8; mileage. $2300. 529-3789. 0278Ac17

'73 AUDI FOX _ Rebuilt motor

STERE
SABIN AUDIO

~;:~

cleaner. A good set of Iron Stone

Motorcycles

Lowest Prices In Town
Call For Dtttoils
Eostgote Shopping C..,t.r

or best offer . or Pioneer SP300
receiver. table, cassette deck,
speakers· $200.00. 687-222~~~~'n;9

extenants" Clean carpets 'l!el great!
Cau Weavers' Carpet Cleaning.

For Service
529-1642

LUV TRUCK, 1973, S8OO.oo. Call
Phil at S4!H11l6 after S:00&:i.aoI8

~ channel amplifier. 529-149';'.

'Dirt

We Hav.TM

~l:f:, (2~~~~.g ~~en ~7~

IN MURPHYSBORO, ROCKING
chair with leather seat, good

North on Hwy. 51
Carbondale

.

ASK AROUND ••••

spe!l'J~ 4\r!'ens~:!a~f!u~j~~~

~~~~~~ 68~lIlts.

and_--

to. 011 bIcyc'"

PIOJIIJ;;ER SYSTEM - TX6S00

0357Af20

GL08ALAUTO

GRA."JD TORINO, 1972, HlO.OO.
Call Phil. 549-6116 after 5: ~"!i:n8

On pam
I

-----DmTY CARPETS? SWPPY

52t~1144

Automobiles

~A~~ cheap.

:

FOREIGN
CAR PARTS

1974 MAZDA RX3, excellent
condition, new batteJl' brakes and
~~al tires. c afteWAa"l,.

Me:" Door To 'ox n....,.
.. -.ell To 1chooI1pec1."

.

g~~~~~Q~~~:r. f~i

Parts & Service

fOR SALE

€ARBONOALf

· ~F!~~~~~p~~w,.~m:~i

Leave message-barry. 0416Aa021

til

best offer. "529-2017.

GROUNDSCALE, $7Sor best olfer.
893-4345.
B0362Ai017

~1~ttP~::·~~,~~

I

par;:~' adv.!:e~:!~ f:'rUS~

~f:

USED
FURNITURE
CARBONDALE. Old Rt. 13 West, turn
::r.::.a~=d Inn Tav~.. !~lJ,

;:es~ :,~~~§.~r, vm6l.1~1

m::X:~wc~~e~'::''lff~~~~

Bicycles

REFRIGERATOR. WHITE $95.00
and smaU late model CO.lI' TV
$135.00. 529-3S61J.
03I4Aftl18

I

BARRACUDA. GRANCOUPE,
1970, 31S, automatic. AC, radials,

your ad. call 536-3311 before 12: 00
IlOOII for can~lIation in the next
day's issue.

SIAMESE KITTENS PURE breed.
120 00 each. 684-3771. B0403Ah020

, ~~.a~=d 11m Tav~JXJ.

::!
!'~r~~:;'45~~ ~l;
8:00 p.m.
0449Aa02O

~~~ O~~rYO~dWi:~~~an~~

terested. write describmg yourself

=te~~ ~a~l~ };~~f:n.p~:~~:
0414Ah02O

SlUe.

~5~gAx1g~NJ~r~est,C~~

I

I

of the advertisement will be ad-

Ol!i

~a~becl::r ~H~tri}inin_

GIANT
SILKSCREENS
AVAILABLE. The Who. Pink
Floyd. HendriJl. Monroe. and many
others. $11.00 each, call 549-4039.
OO6OAf23

$200. caU4S7-4310 after 6:~:raI8

=~f:=
~dvt~ra::;~J [~
advertiser which lessen the value

$1.00 to cover the cost
necessa2recr~rwork.

=e'£

and wish to Place~em in the best
home possible. Would like 10 give
both to~ether. Male 6 years

~~?:!~~I~~~::.c;~~~i~

1972 CHEVROLET STATION
wagon. l-owner, excellenl conditKXI! ! ! Free road test! !' 5e-191S
Tyrone $SOO.OO
0412Aa02O

w~e~~uie Days-7 cents per
dafen thru Nineteen Day5---6 ~nts

:.:~~~J."~!h~rs 10afii~e~;r?ve!

for $4.95. Assorted throw rullS.
2"x3" fmm $3.50up. 684-~AftlIS

0399Aaol7

dafi.ree or Four Day. ---8 cents per

I HA VJi: TO move and have 2 adult

Miscellaneous

MarshaU& Reed Apts.
111 - South Gna....

Ph. 457412

Rooms

CHECK

MEN'S DOJiM. ACROSS from SID
campus. 1\ ,chen available. RWIII.

nf-oo C;~a~45d~

Royal Rentals

fI~n~

EXPERIENCt;u

~~~r:n~n~~~~_on1Y.

Umverslty Ave. Phone 529-3833.

0343B<I43

'or ••11 01_11.11"0_

ROOM

457~22

AVAILABLE

0448C20

AFTER

:rfut~tit\: i~tid~30L~~;d'!:r~

WANTED: FE"';.LE [lANCERS.
~~nf~' call i!l7-8142 ~~

West College. apt. 5 Room L U
mterested call Nick 529-9532 or
C.'rl 549-4589_
O38OBd019

CrossOver
the Bridge
for
Fall Housing at

ROOMS FOR

MEN.

~~~~$:Jsx~ep~o~~~~tyPe~

Communi~Service

~~~~::o~~~~=-:fsd:R~~~~

p.m
O25OBeOI9
F E MAL E
ROO M MAT E
NEEDED. Does not smoke.
Georgetown. Apartmellts. 684-3555.
ask for Elaine.
Il27'JBe20

:'I~~ tl!~~e'to~=..::,~~:

Sleeping Rooms

Call 457-7787 after S.

1 ....room Aporflnents
211ock. from c.mpus

I
I

I

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR a

~~e3 P~ar ~'trnr:!i-si~

516S•••wll. . .
Jft.MM or "7.n.1

0371Be020

EMPlOYMENT
WANTED
R~t~~&,:lifER, FLEXIBLE
hours. reasonabl£ rates. Have
tralll!JlOrtatlOll' prefer Carboodale
area Call Wendi, 549-1887 0247p19
SERVICES
OFFERED

,

0306Be20~

.YIIAIII. .

BroadcaStin!

~Bf8E_rJt: Ml ve~l

CARBONDALE: ROOMMATE
WANTED for real nice trailer

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
for three bedroom house. Bike to
cam~s. $116.10 plus one third

THESES, DISSERTATIOSS,
RESUMES. Call the Problem

Fall ConINe"

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
iiili~~.i~Ji ~~~tf:t:', plus
O3!I3BeOI8

Offke. sn.s. GnI......
457-4112

~edTOa~A.'~~~~

~

(4:00p.m. to 9:00p.m.,. B04OOBe2l

Houses
HOUSE

~ilabl~ im~ediate~Septet.1be
~: seml·furnished.
a mocth.
-4334.
0044Bbn.."3

a

if:

:~' ;~: $500 \:trJt·18
~rBONDALE

HOUSING.
REE Bedroom furnished house.

NEED COMPUTF.R HEI.P FOR
your research: call S:n-t925
Consulting.
tutOri'Yk,s and

rof[ilfr~~ c~l6i., A~~:

0287E30

BLER, Graphic.

B0141bc25

RBONDALE. VERY NIC~
2 full baths. carpet;e:.

"65,

fg·. lease ~l:O

.

REE ~~rgo~~m::'!iJ
~!B'ties, ma~ !Ddividual'l
l'Y~ can Tom 457·2980.

.

,~-\5N864BOa5Btt.

MayTocIay"
A. Special to you

A. you are to me.

"

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JANET

Loyeyou.

MobIle Home Lota
CRAB ORCHARD ESTATES. I",

~~: w~i~Tcalc~.~~Jng :t!lf~

east of cit)' limits, 501tlOO, water,
trasb furrushed. no pets. SSS.OO a
549-3043, after 7

SifsBf:4

flea collar. Named "Shanem."
Carterville . Rt. 13 area_
REWARD. Please call 687·2499.
0350G17

HELP WANTED

LOST DOG . NAME Heidi. Female
with short, light brown hair_

. J.

;.~~ ~eVicrJr: ofG~f'~

YOU OUGHT TO BE
IN PICTURES
Hove your leniOf' portrait
taken for the OBelisk II.
Call 536-7768 to make your
appointment today.

Kitaten Lake. call collect 1·93i·
1910. Reward.
043IiG19

LOST - DARK BROWN leather
~et. Good reward. Bob, ~-=.

ENTERT AINMENT

s:=.

~

guaranteed.

JOIN JANET'S BAND. Need bass

~,,~ "~:k~~t m!Je \~~
:m!.~!s~~~~ :
~7-GS14.

~~~Ii~rfl!!i!s~~
can 887-1662. ask for John.

----------------NEED A PAPER TYPED? mM

mUlic. can Justin 61H3H1163 or
Se!!!L8~21616.
1M37136

CM17EOl6

Selectric, Fast and accurate.
ReasoPabIe rates. 549-l25I.

......

CM3!IE38

Next time use
the Daily Egyptian
Classified Ada.

Stop at WUlltry. 0330118

. NEED ENTERTAINMENT BUT
can't afford a band? Hire

::..~~

Sgr.:, ~ve~ ~

ANNOUNCIMINTS

ALtaATIONS

.AIIIION DIIICINIIIG

CALLIYIlYN

WIDE, TWO BEDROOM, utra
;:: :'~. AC, f~ lID

o .

'-....WANTED

~m a~. An utilities and cable
TV included in rent. 549-7148.
0447Be021

0336Bc:18

N,O BE~·WATER. Trash
C~Rbi
1~ miles west

---

om: ROOMMATE NEEDED for 2

DRYWAU. F4EPAIRF.D; ROLES,
wall
o~ings,
cracks.

air cooclltioned. V~ c:Ieaa. lID
3 miles east on _ 13. Ol·

Contact agent at 4S7-8171 00SlP17

BACKGAMMON
LEAGUES
MEnlNG
Thee-liar
7:00 PM TONIGHT

IIGLES • ONE BEDROOM.

~:n,:t:2Sai!;a~S5F~

606 S. ",inoi~ - Carbondale
457·7712

O42OBe20

:~

:So

Sr3.9IJ: Evansville, tN. S16. ;_

Call 5H·2441
24 Hr. Service

:mr:: glr~,;r~~ontb

=tb.

DAILY BUS SERV'<:E from
Carbondale to Chicago. $26.40.

~n~i;~~e'l~li1L. $Il~ St$3l~u;

Tom

BEDR~ $75-S35O. (;1oR

Ion Renlals, 54H612 or 5&3002,

Assistance
Center

i'regnancy

lards

TYPING. THESES, DlSSER·
TATIONS resumes. papers, etc.
Fa~ re);"ble aD~ accurate.

to
88235Bc2iO

IIDIRS WANTED

n.modeling also_ Free estimates.
Qualliy WGt. Call Tom 457-29tiU.
1I335E018

JR RENT 3 bedroom house, LR
~~~en$300.oo per m::S~lii

.

& ....... tl...

nt W. ~'n Carftondal.

SAVE MONEY, INSULATE now
with T.S.L. Construction. AU otber

B!nada Inn 00 Old Rl 13 west.
~~~re9 a.m. or afters&87'S' at

npus.

of.,.,....

a

AII,_

RIDES NEEDED

Cards
......_.....---.. .,.. Statione-ry
Spiral Bindings
We-dding Int,itatiottS

-~~'n:i~':Wt~c~

Molille Hom••

Can Make any number
of Individually typed
(not photo copies) resumes.
You can also t.-:;ve cover
leHers and envelopes to
match.
The Word_ndl.,. ••:
• Revisable • Error Free
• Fast • Inexpensive

, HOUSEMATE NEEDED 1M·
MEDIATELY for spacious 4
bedroom house 100
from

II.MBRIA. LARGE LIVING room
d kitchen. One large bedroom.
~rt, stove and reCrigenuor.
~. per mooth. 98S-4436 or' 98S.
B0310Bb22
",RGE FIVE BEDROOMS. 4
ties from carbondale 00 Reed
~~ion
Road.
OlDlpletel
ecorated with new o:arpet an
plianc:es. 2 baths. fliushed game
10m, super insul:ited, economical
at pump!!. excelie.'lt for Caculty
or 5 mature stuoiP.IIlS. Lease.

ANTIQUES
"

Tkl'S15 COPle-S
Rl'Suml'S

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share
4 bedroom apartment. $119 a
mooth call 529-4247.
0358Be18

r:.'m~g ca~sJ20

~

WORD HANDLER

Photocopymg
Offse-t C opyirrg
Offset Printing

~~fr:~~~ aner~9

=M=

You,- Resume
Hos to Prove it.

Printing Plant

TRAILER FOR RENT. Two
bedroom close to campus, with

NO UTILITIES! 14x7tl mobile

00 19J3~

529-2033

~l= ~H:tl:.r: Printinta:~~7

FEMALE NEEDED, NEAT, noosmoker. Two bedr&:Jm trailer
$9O;OO-month-'7 utilities. Call after
5:00. ~2268.
036783019

Marshall. Reed, Hyde Park.
Clark or Monticello. Close
o campus-utilities included
Trash Pick.up. Fr_ Permit
Parking, Coble TV available
Many have been completey
• andwillbe~
or occupancy on Of' before
;Aug. 21st. Apply in person.

GREAT SKATE TRAIN .dUrin~
September-2 birthday parties ft.;
ihe price of one_ Call for details

Pregnant-Need Help-:'

=:::or:J::::u~·~~.$l30

Now Accepting

BEDROOM

~:U~e~;n~1J~:: /:;t:

needs two more, 457-4334_
0043Be023

eelturlng: Carpeted
lUI.... "r condttlonlng.
"odem food . .rvlce.
rv aNI phone hook.up.
t)nly % block from
ampus.

FOR

excellent secretarial skills
Compensation will be com·
mensurate wiih experience and
ability_ Paid holidays, vacatioll
plan, health and medical insurance. This is an excellent up/:1rtUnit y for ~n who is am-

THREE BEDROOM, THREE
~n.ES from camP!lS, all utilities

549-.521

POSITION

~m~~lmt~~7so:!b.:nw1g

Roommates

• C'.cIntfwm Now A......

wo

ATTRACTIVE

CkEe to

~:Ni::=PB~r~~riv~e:ifl:ll

600 W. Freeman

BABYSI'M'ER

Want
AJob?

AT
HOT RAGS

.

' . .1M2

715·South UnhenHy

••• ~ •• ,!,Oa the.~ •••••••

It's the easy' way to
find what you need.
. Phone 536-3311

Cemetery once a center of attention

Shrine to Iran commandos defaced
By Lilll.. SwanlOD
Associated Preu Writ«

HERMITAGE, Pa.-Just last
winter, a little cemetery here
captured the world's attention
by raising a fresh flag each day
the American hostages were
held in Iran. Today, many of the
remaining banners are tattered
and faded, and vandals have
left their Signatures in spray
paint.
When no one was looItin, last
month, somebody painted
swastikas and death threats on
thf' monument erected to honor
the ei~ht U.S. commandos
killed In the aborted rescue
mission.
. .The intruders sprayed black
paint on the eagle-topped
mbnument. a nearby bronze
marker and the cemetery's
stone office building. In neat,
large letters they wrote "Death
to Flynn" and "Flynn is Ii
Crook."
"I think it was a cowardly act
by an individual or group who

have anything to do with the
hostages."
The gralfiti has since been
removed by machine and two
bronze
plaques
await
refinishing. But the anger and
hurt haven't been erased.
"It devastated us," cemetery
publicist Cay Mack said.
"Swastikas on the monument to
the eight American men who
died! ..
Flynn said he believes the
damage was the work of
"someone upset at me or who
wants to make me look bad."
The 42-year-old cemetery
owner basked in in te"national
limelight when he raised a nag
each day of the hostage crisis.
He was not alone. Hermitage
officials, who had long been
loolring for a way to put their
community of 16,500 on the
map, were as surprised as
anyone at the attention lavished
on F1ynn's flags.
"That is the unltimate irony,"
said Hermitage Manager Terry
Fedorchak. "They were trying

Flynn, owner of Hillcrest
Memorial Park. "It doesn't

pops Tom Flynn. fresh from
Chicago. b:YS a cemetary. and

~1~~ ~a~y ~ce~~ai~ T~~ ~9!!:::t:r~~::~~bt~~ ~~~

-CaD1pUSBrlefsKappa Omnicron Phi home economics society will host a soup and
salad supper at 4 p.m. Tuesday in Quigley un. All members. alumni
and faculty members have been invited to attend. Reservations
may be made by calling 536-5541.
The Public Relations Student Societv of America will feature a
panel discussion on internships at its meeting at i p.m Tuesday in
Ballroom A of the Student Center.
A five-week Yoga Group, sponsored by the Student Wellness
Resow-ce r.enter. will meet for the flTSt time from 7 to 9 p.m.
Tuesday 1D the Student Center Ohio Room. Interested persons can
register by ca \ling 536-7702.
The SIl' Backgammon Club will hold a meeting for Call Jeagues at
i p.m. Tuesday at The Cellar next to the train station. Openings for
teams are still available. Information is available by ealling 5495555.
"How to Have Success on the College Campus" will be discussed
by Mitch Smith from Bloomington. Ind., at 7:30 p.m. Tuesrloy and
Wednesday at the Maranatha Christian Center, 715 S. University.
"Football Fever," a sports film filled with COl:1edy, football
footage and testimonies by pros such as Walter Payton. Steve
Bartkowski and Earl Campbell, will ~ shown at 9 p.m Wednesday
in Neely lobby and at9 p.m. Thursday in Schneider lobby.

turns it for 444 days into a
national monument."
But Flynn knows he's ruffled
feathers in Heritage and the
rest of the Shenango Valley
"There are a lot of people
locally who would like to get
me," he claimed in an interview.
Flynn links the defacing indirectly to a news report that he
had defaulted on 542,000 in land
payments and that 12 acres of
cemetery proper~ were being
put up for shenff's sale. It
became a local controversy that
"stirred up a lot of people," he
said.
Flynn paid the debt and the
;Jroperty was withdrawn from
sale Sept. 3
Tall
and
lean
with
prematurely white hair. Flynn
travels between Hermitage and
his home in Chicago, where he
also owns a cemetery. Although
Flynn has owned Hillcrest for a
few years, he's still considered
"an outsider" here. And hI! is
alternately staunchly defended
or bitterly attacked for hiS
"Avenue of Flags."

Population increases noted

e S0 u t h ern meIn 0 IS coun tlees

m

URBANA. III. (AP l-After
years of population decline.
some rura.! Jlhnois counties are
attracting residents with lower
costs of living and new jobs. a
University of IllinOIS SOCIOlogIst
says.
The trend is evident in
Southern Illinois. where the
population of many counties
grew at a greater rate between
1970 and 1980 than did the state
popula Lion. according to Andrew Sofranko.
"There is a definite tur·
naround, from decline to
growth, and that is what is most

e

interesting about the data," estate. he said.
Sofranko said Monday.
In west-central Illinois,
While the Illinois population Mason and Menard counties
increased 2.8 percent in the last had population increases of
decade, counties like Johnson more than 20 percent, while
and Effingham grew by more Putnam County In north-central
than 25 percent, he said.
Illinois grew 21.5 percent.
"I think you're picking up a
But Sofranko said the perlot of older people who are centage change could reflect a
retiring," said Sofranko. noting small increase in population in
that the cost of living and some counties.
buying a home and land was
"In a lot of these small
less than in metropolitan areas counties. 100 new people makes
like Chicago.
a very large percentage inA new industry might be crease," he !IBid.
attracted by lower labor costs,
In metropolitan areas, the
as WEd as less expensive real trend changed little in the last
decade.
"It's a continuation of the
suburbanization trend," said
Sofranko. "Most of the losses in
Cook County came out of the
city of Chica/Zo."
- '
,..,

Man climbs Statue of Libel·ty
to launch mayoral campaion

NEW YORK (AP) - A man
climbed out onto the crown of
the Statue of Liberty Monday
and threw leaflets for a write-in
campaign for mayor before
police pulled him up into the
Quality of Life Services will ho!.i an open house from 2 to 5 p.m'- statue's torch and arrested him.
Friday at 353 S. Lewis Lane. Carbondale. All are welcome to come officials said.
and find out what QLS is doing for the community.
Tom Mercer of the National
Park Service said the man.
Testing Services has announced deadlines to register for the whom he identified as Arthur
following tests: Tuesday for the Graduate School Foreign Language Allen. crawled onto the 305-foot
Test (GSFLTJ. to be given Oct. 9; Wednesday for the Graduate statue (rom windows near the
Record Examinations (GRE). to be given Oct. 17; and Thursday for crown at about 10:30 a.m. and
the American College Testing Program (ACT), to be given Oct. Ii. began tOSSing leaflets from one
of the long spikes radiating
The Pre-Medical Pre-Dental Society will feature Dr. William from the crown. The spikes are
dunterof the sm School of Medicine at its meeting from ito 9 p.m. 3'-z feet wide at thelr widest
Wednesday in the Student Center Activity Room D.
point.
,Vter two hours, at 12:35 p.m.
The Student Outdoor Adventure Recreation (SOAR) program is Monday, a reporter saw the
offering a tbree-day adventure weekend in the rugged LaR:le Pine man pulled up Into the torch by
Hills Area. Activities will include backpacking, route finding, a rope and taken into custody.
caving and shelter construction. Those interested in participating Mercer confirmed that he was
can register by attending the pre-trip meeting from 7 to 9 p.m.
arrested.
Tuesday in the LES office at the Recreation Ct!nter or by calling
Earlier, Mercer said, the man
had said he would come in only
Mark Cosgrove at 529-4161.
after he was granted an inStudents interested In rev1V1ng the Pentecostal Student terview with either of the city's
Organization can contact Byron Johnson, 536-4i682, extensioo 268, for all·news radio stations, WCBS
details of plans.
or WINS.
At WCBS, producer Paul
The Center for English as a Second Language (CESL) is looking Jeffers said the station's only
for native speakers of English to serve as volunteer conversation policy "is not to do that sort of
group leaders. Leaders will meet two hours per week with a small thing, so he won't be heard on
group of stud<>nl3 for inlonna) discussions and activities. The our radio station."
organizational meeting for the leaders will he held Frid2.y. InAllen is not listed on any of the
terested persons can call Ms. Mischler at 53&-~, extension 45, or primary ballots in the city's
current mayoral campaign.
at 52&-4932Mercer said tbe Dyers read:
Pi Sigma Epsilon, professional fraternity in marketing, selling "Write in Arthr·r Allen for
and sales management, will hold its new member orientation at 7:30 Mayor. I protest ~ building of
p.m. Tuesday in the Morris Library Auditorium. The fraternity has the New York \;Ol1Ventiun
Center."
mvited students &om all majors to attend.
Page 16, Daily Egyptian, September 15. 1981
The Society for Creative Anachronism will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday in the Student Center Mississlppi Room. Members are
asked to attend in costume.

they held candlelight vigils and
special ceremonies.
The family of hosta~e
Michael Melrinko of Olyphant,
Pa .. was involved from the start
and reporters jumped on the
story. Photos of the nags were
seen around the world.
"From the beginning. when
the Metrinkos walked in, the
~~~=t ~:s d~f~eJhat the networks walked in with them.
"They take it very personally What was happening was obthat someone could do this." viously important," Flynn said
But local residents comF1ynn said.
"Mv blood began to boil." mented that tne horde of
Edward Hoagland. Mercer photographers and reporters at
County director of veterans the ceremor,ies rivaled the size
affairs. said after he saw the of the cro,,'ds.
damage.
James Dunlap, editor of The
Hermitage Police Chief John
Marriott said investigation of Herald in neighboring Sharon,
the vandalism case :s· difficult called the story a "media
since Hillcrest is now a minor event."
The national media seized on
tourist attraction. "it's not a
normal cemetery. People are in it because there was no other
and out of there day and night." way in the United States to
illustrate the hostage situation.
he said.
It has not been a normal Flynn said.
cemetery since Flynn and his
He has taken down all but 53
staff raised their first flags on
the l00th day of the hostages' flags because they were gE'ttin~
captivi ty. Throughout the crisis weather-worn.

"There appears to be no
middle of the road," said
Hermitage Commission
President Al Kuti. "He's either
done wonders or, on the other
side. people say he's done this
for promotional recognition."
However they feel about
Flynn. residents are em-

The convention center, which
.....ilI be the one of the biggest in
the world. is und~!' construction
in the area between ~'?St 30th
and West 34Ul streets, ~ar the
Hudson River
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osentino to seek secretary of state post
SPRINGFIELD, III. lAP) tate
Treasurer
Jerome
Sl'ntino officially announced
.S candidacy Monday for the
emocratic nomination for
cretary of state and vowed to
move any potential conflict of
terest that might arise from
'5 trucking company ownerip.
_
"One of the things that's
rompted me to run for the
ffiee of secretary of state is ...
at office is probably the
rl'atest
administrative
hallenge in state governent," Cosentino said at a
tatehouse news conference,
,It's one of the only offices in
tate government that comes in
ontact with the public on a dayo-day basis."

Camelot' to open
.elebrity Series

I

Tuesday's puzzle

The jewel-like beauty of song
nd dance will come alive on
tage when Lerner and Loewe's
lassie musical "Camelot"
pens the 16th season of the
'hrvock Auditorium Celebrity
Series at 8 p.m. Thursday.
Tickets for this performance
are $9.5(). $10.50 and $11.50.
Such unforgettable songs as
"How to Handle a Woman," "If
Ever I Would Leave You" and
"C'est Moi" help to depict the
magic of the Round Table in all
its glory,
Tickets are a\'ailable at the
Shryock Auditorium Box Office.
Box Office hours are 11:30 a.m,
to6p.m. weekdays and one hour
prior to curtain on the nighi ..f
performance.
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Student Center AuditorilDTl.
Studio Weaving Fibers and Raku n
workshopsj610 8 p.m. ""Craft ShQP.
SPC video, 'MiliJlIg/lt I!.xpress," 7

auditor be appointed to look into
fast Motor', records.
Cosentino said he had
discussed his candidacy with
Cook County Board Chairman
George Dunne and Chicago
Mayor Jane Byrne but asked
neither for an endorsement.
The seo::retary of state's office
now is held by James Edgar, an
appointee of Gov. James R.
Thompson. Edgar has said he
will run for the Republican
nomination to the office.
When asked about Edgar's
performance
in
office.
Cosentino said, "So far, he
hasn'l been there long enough to
criticize anything."
"I really haven't paid at·
tention to what he's (Edgar)
doing one way or the other."
Cosentino added.
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issues vehicle and drivers'
licenses. Cosentino said. The
office also audits the amount of
miles traveled by trucking
companies
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Cosentino said hl' would avoid
any impropriety stemming
from his presidency and stock
ownership of a suburban
Chicago trucking nrm, Fast
Motor Service Inc. Cosentino
promised to resign as president
and place the stock in a blind
trust "in the next several
weeks, as soon as the legal
papers are drawn ... "
He said said he would also ask
family members to place their
stock in a trust.
Cosentino said he had drawn
about $75,000 in salary last year
from the firm.
"I've had several lawyers
look into the matter of a
possible conflict of interest,"
Cosentino said. "They told me
that as far as they could see,
there was no conflict of interest
at all."
A question might be raised
because the secretary of state

Cosentino, 5(), said his experience in the state treasurer's
office and as a commissioner of
the Metropolitan Sanitary
District of Greater Chicago
qualified him for secretary of
state.
The secretary of state's office
is manned by an army of 4,000
workers and requires an annual
budget of $132 million.
Cosentino also said he had the
backing of former Democratic
Secretary of State Michael
Howlett and more than 80 of the
state's 102 Democratic county
chairmen. He said he expected
to win the endorsement of party
slatemakers for the job.
So far, the only other declared
Democratic candidate for
secretary of state is Calvin
Sutker,
Niles
Township
Democratic
party
committeeman.
In announcing his candidacy,
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Foreign students
learn, use English
By Julil.' Guadagnoli
Staff Writer

Students in the Center for
English as a Second Language
i CESL, were caught in the
middle of a paradox. Because
they spent about 30 hours a
we-ek in the classroom learning
English. they didn't have much
time to go out and use that
English.
But things have changed a
little, They still spend 30 hours a
week in classes, but they ha ve
more opportunities to use the
language skills they learn,
American students are coming
to them through CESL Conversation Groups,
The groups were sta~ted last
fall by Aelfwine Mischler.
graduate assistant in the
Linguistics Department, who
had participated in a conversa lion group at her undergraduate uruversity.

Last semester,
enouj:(h
students participated to form
about
15
gr(lUps
This
semester's groups have not yet
been fonned. because voiunteers are still needed,
Mischler is accepting applications until Sept. 18. Any
student interested in being a
grou{l leader can pick up an

~frr~~~~ ~~~;e:71:;1. if!mC~~L

Leaders can find out which
students will be in their groups
at the organizational meeting
Sept. 18
In the groups, an American
student serves as leader of
three to five forrign students.
Mischler, who coordinat~ thE'
groups, tries to arrange them so
that students from several
different countries are together

l~aartr~g~Jrise::~ U:tt~~
cultures as well as American
culture,
Group leader Laura Zim·
merman, a senior in linguistics.
said the ~roups offer "a unique
opportUnity to get to know
people from other cuuntries that
you really won't have when you
get out of schooL" She said the
groups are great for shy foreign
students who are "very in·
terested in getting to know other
people but aren't quite sllre how
to go about it."
Most of last semester's
groups met for two or three
hours, once a week, Each week,
the members together planned

the group's activities.
Last year, students from
Korea, Turkey, Japan, Chma.
Sudan, Panama, Venezuela and
Mexico participated. as well as
s'~ents from several other
co>untries. Zimmerman said
The conversation groups
provide a unique opportunity
for cultural exchange between
participants.
Manuel Mesa. a Venezuelan.
freshman
in
electrical
engineering. said during one
meeting. a member of his ~roup
played
a
"cuatro,'
a
Venezuelan four-string instrument which is a cross
between a guitar and a ukulele,
The rest of the group sang
Venezuelan folk songs.

c~~~m:~~fe~~~o~f Ji:;:~

one night. The dinner consisted
of
Saudi
Arabian
and
Venezuelan dishes and desserts.
She said she learned from her
group that in Saudi Arabian
mOYles. even kissing scenes are
prohibited, Suggestive scen~
are cut out of American movies
before they are shown there,
she said
By Venezuelan standards,
Mesa said, Carbondale parties
are not quite parties, The
Venezuelans have two words for
"party." he said. A true party
includes dancing and other

~~dtirse :~J~t~~;f~:S~"(P.lained,

Most parties he has attended
in Carbondale are all beer,
music and talk, he said_ Parties
like this, which usuallv do not
include dancing. are called
'·reunions," Mesa said. Melin
Gurel is a freshman studying
engineering mechanics, His
group leader was Rosa Phillips,
a telephone operator who said
she has been helping foreign
students for about six years as
tutor, friend and con·

fa::::.

She was SWVrised when Gurel
picked up a piece of bread to ea t
with the pc>tato pie she had
baked him, she said. Then he
!DId her that in his country,
Turkey, it is a common practice
to eat bread with dessert
Americans also had a chance
to demonstrate some of their
customs at the meetings, At
Eastertime, they decorated and
searched for eggs with their
group:> and lookcif up the origins
of the custom.

-t-
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Wilmer Lopez is a Venezuelan
who is a freshman in geology,
He said his group played soccer
one day, "The leader wanted to
fish. but nobo(I\' else wanted to,
We like more active things like
soccer," he said.
Zimmerman said she helped
her group get check-<:ashing
cards in the grocery store,
Phillips taught her group to
compare prices while shopping,
Gurel said. Phillips said one of
her students thought the hard
candies on display in a drug
store were free. so he took one
and began eating it. ''I'm trying
to teach these boys to shop, and
they're ~onna have mE'
.. rrested,'
she
joked.
Foreign students said they
gained a lot from the group
experience, Lopez said he
learned many new words,
"It was a gilt for us, these
conversation groups," Gurel
said. "I was one of those shv
students. 1 was afraid of talking
to AmE'ricans because of all my
mistakes. But it was easy to talk
to Rosa," His English has
improved since he joined the
grouP. he said.

Reiko Higa is a J3pan~
student who is a freshman in
electroruc data processm.~. She
was also a member of Phillip's

~:.ufe' :;~rtefri!~s .prw-~~~
(Phillips) had a chance !D go to
Japan, I'd invite her to my
house," Hil'l8 said.
The groups proved rewarding
for leaders too. Annalee
Rayburn ':ellen. a senior in
French ana Spanish, said she
had formed friendships and had
"a lot of satisfaction in helping
someone else, It·s neat to feel
needed."
Phillips said "I'm not sorry I
got involved. My rewards have
been 10 times over what I put
out." She said one of the most
valuable lessons she learned
was that "we're all die same
inside. We just come from
different places."
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"Once they understood what
was going on. they really got
elaborate. "Zimmerman said
The Venezuelans said their
Easter customs were :oore
solemn, she said.
Besides learning about each
other's cultures. group memo
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September 19th
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OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
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Unlv....lty City. Mo. 63124
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CALLTOLLFlllfE

100-223-1712

USOUSOUSO
The 1981-82 Telephone Directory
.s coming ••••

IF your telephone number or
address has been chanaed, Please
report it to: Record; Dept.,
Woody Hall, Wing A,
Before September 18
or
IF you wish to have your
name omitted from the
Directory. Dlease inform
Record's, Wing A of Woody Hall
before September 18.

Notice Of Public Hearl",
byth.

Carbondale City Council

on
BIKEWAY SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS
Mondoy, September 21, 1981
7:00p.m.
City Council Chambers
6{)7 E. College
AlllntenKted penon. may attend and have an opportunity
to be heard. Copies of the recommenc'.aI!orlS (which oddress
I!icyde Registn:rIion. Bikewoy Ne!wocrl. and Us«- information)
and

'':'e Bik_ay Network map. are oyoilabie for publk

exomlnation prior to the hearing. These 'T1Of9rials may be
at the Planning Division. third floor. City Hall. 6m East
College, between the houri of 8 a.m .• 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
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F,"hmaD Heidi Eastman n!ached for a shot

Staff photo by Rich Saal
during Friday's match VS. Wheatoa College.
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Men golf to a 'soggy' third place
By Steve Metsch
Staff Writer
Heavy rains brought down
over an inch of rain on the

I

University of Evansville golf
tournament Monday. Unfortunately. it did not bring
down the SCOl'W!!S of the 5IU-C
men's team.
The golfers shot a 403,
which was good enougb for
third in the seven-team field.
The University of Louisville
won with a 396. SIUEdwardsville captured
second with a 398. The Salukis
were fonowed by BeUannine
College, the University of
Evansille, Indiana State
University at Evansville. and
Kentucky Wesleyan.

"We were delayed for over
an hour by the rain," said
Coacb
Jim
Reburn.·
"However, we ....n·t blame
the wet course, since
everyone played IUlder the

same conditions. We simply
had a bad day."
Sophomore John Schaefer
was 10w man for the Salukis
with a 79. Junior Robbie
Hammond and sophomore
Tom Jones each shot an 80.
Freshman Mark Voung
tallied an 81 and fresbmen
Glen Carpenter and Randy
Harris tied for sixth with 83.
"Each golfer had a bad
hole," Reburn said. "Mark
Young, for instance, bad a 7
on a par--3. We started off
~, then shot worse as the

Jeffew:e.:~

an Evansvilk senior, had the lowest
round-a 75. Reburn said the
75 was an example that none
of the goUers had very good
days.
"Oak Meadow is a very
t.cluP course. It bas a lot of
sand, trees and water.
Although it rained, the wind
was Dot much of a fact.or,"

RUNNERS from Page 20
running this week. PutmanHouseworth finished 1 :42 ahead
of our fifth-place runner James.
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apart," Blackman said.
Blackman was impressed
with Donley's fourth-pl&ce
finish.
"I think Dyane has more
confidence in her rlUlning game
than she did last year. wbet'l she

ran seventh." Biackman said.
"She also has lost some weight.
which makes her' quicker."
Senior Cindy BukaUSkUli WUl
have a week or two off according to Blackman.
Bukauskus underwent leg
surgery in January and Black·
man doesn't want Bukauskus to
push herself. Bukauskus also
runs for the women's track
team in the spring.

\\e're Hunting for Members

6pk Cans

~

Reborn said.
Reburn said there was no
one reason to blame.

12 pk Cans

S1~

"We didn't make mental
mistakes. We did make
several club errors . that is
selecting the wrong club for a
certain shot," he said.

12 pk N/R btls.

2.05

3.9'
3.99

All French Wines 10% OFF

No golfers will be dropped
from the Salukis' starting
lineu~ according to R~burn.
He WIn have to decide which
starters will make the trip to
the Murray State tournament
this weekend, since only five
golfers are allowed per team.
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Ingredients Go In Corbondole~
Fines' Greel< Menu

FiRht tickets on sale
Tickets are stiD available for
the Arena's closed circuit
television showing of the World
Welterweight Boxing Cham·

JUICy Gyros

Homemade

piC;::WJt8:hfcii :u1':4rJe

from Caesar's Palace in Las
Vegas, pits WBC welterweight
champion Sugar Ray Leonard
a~ainst Thomas "the Motor
City Cobra" Hearns, the \'oBA
welterweight champ.
Leonard is 30--1, with his only
loss at the hands of Roberto
Duran in June of 1980. Hearns is
32--0, and has 30 knockouts to his
credit.
Tickets are $20 each and all
seat are reserved. Tickets are
on sale at the Arena Special
Events Ticket Office, and all
Arena ticket outlets.
For 24-hour information and
reservations, caU 453-5341.

Mu!ohrooms &
Onion Rings

Gree" Salad
Greek PastrIes

Call For
Carryout or Delivery

,;g·~l ~<~,:~;§.i
516 S.III Ave Carbondale 457·0303/0304

The
American Tap
RED LIPS
PRESENTS

lOSS MY BLU

HAPPY
HOUR

AWAY

All Day & Night
WITH
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Babcock to tryout
for World Games

Doug ,\pplt"baugh

R, Stt"\'t" :\It"tsch
\\'r"ittor

siarr

G\.'mnast Brian Babcock.
the' Salukls' :'Ii 0
1 all·
aroundt'r. who is rt'dshirtin~
this season. will t....· out this
wt'ek for the l'.S ~'mnastics
team which will compete at
World Games in Moscow
during :'Iio\'emtlt'r
The tn'outs will start
Thursda\' 'at Colorado State
t'niversi'ty in Fort Collins
Babcock and Coach Bill
:\Ieadt' \\;1I leave Tuesda,·.
Tht're will be a compulsory
tn-out Thursday and an
optional tryoui Friday.
Gymnasts will be judged on
their performanc(' on all six
ev('nts-f1oor
excerdse.
pommel
horse.
rings.
vaulting. parallel bars and
tht' high bar
F:lght of tht" 24 gymnasts
trymg out will make the tt'am
and 12 judges Will declck who
makes the trip to :\Ioscow
Babcock, who finisht>d Hlth
in the national mt'et in April
and 7th in the :'\:CAA thiS
year. will be competing
against tht' :"Ii 0 , 1 all·arounder
in tht' IIdliulI. :-;ebraska's Jim
Hartung.
.. , think I can compete well
against Hartung." BabcOCK
said. "1 ft'el healthv and think
I'm in pretty good'shape I'm
confldt'nt I'll make the
team ..
Babcock said he is fully
recovered from an injury ~
suffered in the national meet.
Babcock was a member of the
l' 5 gymnastics team which
compet~ against the Chinese
team this summt'r in Hawaii.
but did nut l"ur:lpcte
The Kansas native is sitting
out the collegiate season so he
can train lor a possiblt' bt-rth
"r! th(' 19R4 Olympic tcam
Should Bahcock make the
team. he \\ III still tram WIth
the
Salukis

starr Writtor

Coach Lew Hartzog's men's
cross country tt'am. which lost

~~aav~~~r:::~:Ot~I::~ ~~~

the statt' championship; Oct 17
to get another crack at its rival.

sa~~1 h~; t:~ :~':id ~r~:ri

Rrian Rabcock

"Brian will still practice
With u." t",'en though he can't
compt'te as a team mt'mber.
Hewill wear hif saluki jersey
in the tn'outs and if he makes
the t·.S· team:' Meade said.
The l".S team will leave for
Wesl Germany Nov. I. ac·
cording to ~jeade. II "ill
practice there for two weeks
and compete against the West
German team From Gt'r·
many the Americans will
tra\'el to Moscow for the
World Games. which will be
held from No,'. 22 to Nov. 29.
The World Games are held
every year except the
Olympics years. The last
games were In 1979 in Fort
Worth. Tt'X<!s.
"Brian may compete in
other international meets this
year. depending on how well
he docs in the trials," Meade

~~~ ';11:'t~.d:S ~iiig:!:e;,~

(rom tht' experience of
competing against
the
world's best gymnasts."

Grid coaches pick
Saluki stal,douts
B\' Rod Furlo...
Staff "'rittor

The SIU-C football coaches
wa tched the game films from
saturday's Wichita State game
and named the game's out·
standing Salukis Monday.
After each game the slr-e
coaches watch the game films
and give offensive and defensive awards. Besides the obvious outstanding Saluki performers. the coaches' awards
give credit to players that mi~t
go unnoticed by fans. hke
linemen. Coach Rey Dempsey
said.
End John Harper was
selected as the outstanding SIl'·
C defensive player of the 13·7
loss to the Shockers. The films
showed six unassisted and six
assisted tackles for Harper.
"John was all over the field. "
Dempsey sa;d "He hustled all
day. He was ,'yen more intense
than he was in the first game"
Harper had I!) tackles in the
opent'r at Mc!'liet'se Stale
Linebacker Ton\' Biever had
a total of 16 tackles in the \liSt'
game.
. 'Tony had mort' tackles than
John, but he made some
defenSive errors." Dempsev
said.
.
Pagt' 20. Daily Egyptian. September

Harriers plagued by illness;
drop season opener to Rlinois

Tailback Walter Poole and
quarterback Rick Johnson were
named outstanding offensive
players. Poole ran for 125 yards
ID 21 carries and caught five
passes for 53 yards. He won the
award despite fumbling away
the baJI on the WSU Hard line
with a minute left in the game.
Johnson completed 17 of 32
pass attempts for 199 yards.
The outstanding Saluki offensive lineman was senior
tackle Chris Lockwood, The
coaches use a grading system to
rate the pass and rush blocking
of offensive lineman during the
game film. Lockwood led the
offensive linemen with an 89
percent score.
Bt'Sides his good offensive
play. Lockwood had a special
team~ gem that didn't figure
into his award. He blocked a
WSt' third-quarter extra·point
attempt.
"Chris really did a great job
on pass protection." Dempsey
said. "We had two other
linemen who had high blocking
percentages. too."
Guard Greg Fernandez
scored 81 percent, center
Darren Davis tallied 78 percent.
Fernandez and Shocker
linebacker Elwvn Holt were
ejected from the'game with just
over a minute left for un·
sportsmanlike conduct.
15.
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prepared for the mini.
"They have a bunch of super·
great athlt'tes and they're just
going to be a little bit better on
the first meet." said Hartzog.
"You can calch them with hard
work, but with their pure talent
you can't just go out and beat
them. especiaJly early in the
season. You have to be
prepared."
Junior Mike Keane proved
that ht' was prepared. as the 5·9
native of Orland finished firsl
individually. covering the 8,000meter course at Champaign in
24 :-11, But Illinois runners fillt>d
four of the top five spots.
Captain Karsten Schultz was
also prepared, but didn't get the
chance to prove it. The senior
from Highland, Md .. suffered a
loss of breath. which forced him
to break stride and relinquish
his lead to KeaTM'. Hartzog said.
"He said he couldn't
breathe." said Hartzog. "He
was leading Keane with less
than two miles to go when he
broke, and he just couldn't keep
up The fact is. he would have
won it had he nol felt the way he

Stan photo by John :\Iprklp

did. "

Schultz. who still managed to
finish sixth with a time of 25:08,
is nol the onl)' Saluki runner to
have complamed of the symptoms, Hartzog said. Bill Moran.
Tom Breen and Miguel Gon·
zales also complained of feeling
weak and being short of breath,
symtoms they had not ex·
perienced during workuuLs or at
a pre-Sl'ason meet at Indiana
State the previous week, he
said.
At practice Monday. none of
the runners showed signs of
unusual weakness or loss of
breath, except junior Tom Ross,
who did not complete the
workout.
Ross seemed to be coming
down with a cold last week, but
his condition still has not im·
proved, said Hartzog. Ross. who

Mikp Kp;lDe, leh, and KanlpD Schultz Dear the end of sPft'd
wortouts

011

lbp track at Mt: ..\ndrpw stadium.

will see a doctor Tuesday, has
lost W{,lght becallSe his appetile
has been affected.
"We're going to be burl if
Ross is not nlnninli!' with U!I."
Hartzog said "He runs third of
fourth for us mOl't of the time
"I don't like seeing any of the
kids sirko when you've only got
four or five strong runrK"rs.
you've got to depend on every
one of them to tit' ready to run ...
Mike Choffin, a higt. school
teammate of Keane, was the
third Saluki runner. placing
10th with a 25:43 lime. Breen
and Moran finished 11th and
12th. while Gary Munson placed
13th and Bill Laser was 14th.

Illinois' Wally Duffy, Tom
Stevens, Kerry Dickson and
Pt'te Ffilch filled the gap between Keane and Schultz.
Stevens has won the state
championship in cross country
twice and the mile once. and
last year made it 10 the finals in
the steeplechase. said Hartzog.
.,( couldn't believe that they
weren't all much stronger last
year." said Hartzog. "They
beat us good this time.
"But they know perfectly well
that we'll be coming back at
them later. They didn't make
any smart remarks about our
performanct'. Wt' may not beat
them, but they have to run for
their lives."

Women runners nab 2nd at SEMO
B~

Steve :\tplst:b

sian ". riler
The women's cross country
team didn't run as well as
Coach Claudia Blackman had
hoped and finished second at the
Southeast Missouri Invitational.
The SEMO Otahkians scored
28 points Saturday to win the
meet. The Salukis were folowed
with 39 and Murray State was
third with 43. Maryville College.
did nol qualify because it had
just three runners present.
"The course was not wbat I
expected." Blackman said. "It
was on the edge of campus and
had more hills than I thought it
would.
"The course was set up well
and was a good challenge. One
downhill part even had a l'lg the
girls had to jump over. It was a
good example of 'real' cross
country," she said.
Senior
Patty
Plymire·
Houseworth finished third and
led the salukis with a 20:03.
Junior Dyane Donley followed
with a 20:16 and senior Nola
Putman was fifth at 20:33.
According to Blackman, the
salukis displayed their best
"pack ruranng" of the season,
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Pat Eletto finished 12th, freshman Odette James was 15th.
and junior Rosa Mitchell
followed in 16th place.
Freshman Theresa Kent,
freashman Laura Falci and
senior
Cindy
Bukauskus
finished 19th, 23rd and 29th.
"In the beginning of the race,
the girls were all running cl~
together. just like I had hoped.
The faster runners beQan to pull
away around the 1 mile mark. I
wish they could have stayed
together irnger," Blackman
said. Plymire-Houseworth led

the race by five seconds at the
two mile mark. She was passed
up by two Otahkian freashmen,
Margaret Hertenstein and
Debbie Kilpatrick. Hertenstein
won with a 19: 31 and Kilpatrick
was second at 19: 44.
"Patty appeared to tighten up
after the second mile," Black·
man said. ''The team has to
improve how it runs after it is
fatigued. I plan for the girls to
run sprints after practice this
week to improve their en·
durance.
"I also want to work on pack
See RUNNERS Page 1.

Spirit banner contest slated
The Saluki Spirit Council will
hold a spirit party in the free
forum area, north of the Faner
parking garage before the
saluki·Tennessee Stall!! football
game at noon Saturday.
Included will be a spirit
banner contest with a $SO cash
prize for the creators of the best
banner. Those entering a
banner must belong 10 a student
group, such as a resident haU or
Greek group or club. Rules are

available in the SPC office on
the third floor of the Student
Center or at the Office of
Student Development.
The Marching Salukis and the
Saluki Cheerleaders will be
featured. There also will be
album and t·shirt giveaways.
Tickets for the grid game and
the women's volleyball game
against the Korean National
team will be available.

